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TODAY:
Partly

THE MURRAY STATE

-

sunny
High: 6570, Low: 50
SATURJ)AY: Mostly
Cloudy, high: 70s.
SUNDAY: Cloudy,
chance of rain, High: 60s

April 25, 1997
Vol. 72, No. 27.

Source: National Weather Service

The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Benjamin Freitag, junior from
Madisonville, will plead not
guilty in an arraignment
hearing in district court
today in a case concerning
an alleged on-campus rape,
while the University judicial
Board looks at possible disciplinary action.

Bicycles attract thieves·
•Crime: Joe Green, associate director of Public Safety, said recent bicycle thefts
may be related.
BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS fOilOR
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Seepage

OpEd
IFC President
Jeff Wilson,
junior from
Fancy Farm,
introduces a
new roundtable
discussion group of organization presidents and other
campus Jeaders.
Seepage
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With Spring in full force,
there are many opportunities
for people to get out and enjoy
the warm weather. However,
outdoor fun for some Murray
State students was hampered
by the recent thefts of their
bicycles.
During recent weeks, three
students reported their bikes
stolen. Two of the bikes cost
more than $1,000 and all were
stolen in broad daylight.
Nathan Richey, junior from
white Plains, had his $1,800
Trek 8500 stolen while he was
in class at the Business Building between 2 and 3:15 p.m.
April 10. The thief apparently
cut his Master Lock, then took
the bike and left the lock.
"l was very surprised, very
upset
and
disappointed,"
Richey said.

This summer's movies will
include several long-awaited
sequels as well as a few new
films.
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What thieves know

Stifflesf Sneezesf ·
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Seepa11.e

Richey bought the bike la~t
He used the bike to get to his
August for use in professional night classes and to ride
cross country bicycle races. He around when while at home.
There are several parts of a bicycle that can be stolen even If the bike
is hoping that insurance will
Joe Green, associate director
itself has been secured with a lock. Quick release seats are the most
cover the cost of the bike. Prior of Public Safety, believes that
susceptible to thievery. while quick release front wheels tend to be the
to the theft, he said he always the people who are stealing the
most expensive items stolen. Shown below are other often stolen items.
felt Rafe parking his bike on bikes arc from outside the campus and lhat these are not isocampus.
1'he bike is described as gold lated incidents, adding that he
in color, with burgundy letter- beheves other university caming and a burgundy seat.
puses are experiencing the
Matthew T. Smith, semor same problem.
from Boonville, Ind., had his
Green said his department
$1.400 mountain bike stolen sees an increase in bicycle
while it was parked on the east thefts that begins following
side of Faculty Hall April 8. spring break and continues
The bike was a 21-speed GT until graduation every year.
Pantera.
Hutch Smith, owner of Bike
Jason Gossett, freshman World, Inc., in Paducah, said
from Greenville, had his bike that both Smith and Richey
stolen while it was parked out· have contacted him in hopes
"\. QUICK RELEASE WHee:/
side of Franklin College. He that the stolen bikes might
had not ridden his bike for have been sold to his store.
Source: BIKEWORLD, Inc.
nearly a week and when he However, Smith believes the
checked on it one day, he real- bikes have probably been Photo/Chris Weatherly
GraphiC/Jonathan Oliver
ized it was gone. The thief bad transported to the St. Louis or
go to the next bike," the bike thieves to steal the bike.
picked his Master Lock and left Chicago areas by now.
the lock hanging on the bike
Smith said he recommends to store owner said.
Green said that anyone who
anybody that buys a bicycle
rack.
The lock is made of titanium witnesses someone stealing a
"I never expected it to hap- from him that they buy a "U" in a "U" shape and has a key bike or has information con·
pen.. .I feel kind of naive," Gos- lock.
lock that connects the two ends cerning a theft should call Pubsett said.
''Thieves see that, and they together, making it difficult for lic Safety at 762-2222.

BY DENNIS BEARD

However, bacteria on your hands can be transferred to your eyes or nose and cause allergies to
becorne w9rse. This is especially troubling for
IENNJFU SACHARNOSKI
VlfWl'OJNT EmTOa
people who wear .:ontact lenses because rub•
bing the contacts could cause irritation :in the
It's that time ofthe year again. Spring rains are eyes.
aiding the ~wth Q{ a plethora of plants which
''The tendency. is to rub your eyes or
bring misery to allergy sufferers.
nose when allergies
However, this year may be worse than usual.
flare," Lyle said.
~
This year has been an ~specially bad year for
Though there is no (
~.
those with allergies, according to Judy Lyle, staff way to con1pletely
nurae at Health Services.
avoid allergy season,
.crrhere has been a definite incre8.f:le in the num- there are ways to le~en I I
ber of allergy cases this year/" LyJe said.
it.s blow, she added.
~
· ·
O,ne pf the prinlary reasons for the larger num·
"The best way to
ber of ca8es is the amount of rainfall this year.
prevent allergies
-'Cooler' weather has .kept spring out longer," is to drink lots of
'
Photo illustration by
Lyle saicL "The rain ~ caused a higher pollen fluids and WllSh
Seth Dixon
count."
your hands frePollen is not the only source of allergies, how- quently,"
Lyle
ever. MoldS and bacteria in the cool air can also said. #Drinking
)
cause allergies to strike. Extreme changes in the eight to nine
weather, typi~ for this part of the country. ~n glasses of water a
also be an instigator.
day will help give the
Your mood can affect the severity of an ,attack. body the ability to ~
When tension levels are high, allergies are worse. secrete."
Rm.t~~AHD

CollegeLtfe .
Learn what you should know
about sexually transmitted
diseases, their prevention
and methods of treatment.

•

•

Sports
Mike Cherry,
l~st year's
Racer quarterback', was taken
in the sixth
round of the
NFL draft by the New York
Giants. Three other Racers
signed as free agents with
other teams.
Seepage
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BY AMY PONDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

-Q.T. LINEBERRY. ASST. TO THF. DEAN

The sun was beating down, yet a large
crowd of community leaders and regional
educators gathered at Paducah Community College's ground breaking for the new
engineering building.
Cheers echoed across the campus as the
first clumps of dirt were turned. '!'hat was
the picture-perfect beginning of a new joint
engineering program for PCC, the University of Kentucky and Murray State lnst
July.
Suddenly new potholes have appeared on
the road to engineering education bliss in
the Paducah area.
Veering from its original plan, UK now
wants the Paducah extension to be ~ccred
ited as a free-standing program which

OF EXn:Nm:D ACADEMIC
CAMPUS PROGRAMS AT

UK

would remain under UK's academic wing.
'l'be original agreement was that cow·ses
offered through the Paducah "extension"
and taught by MutTay State faculty would
be accredited through UK Such a program
freed PCC from obtaining separate accreditation.
In addition, UK now says it wiJl not
guarantee that all credit for mechanical
and engineering courses taken through the
Paducah extension will transfer.
According to an article in the Louisville
Courier..Joumal, the desire to establish
PCC as a free-standing program has

BY JoHN ·K. MOORE
STAFF WRITEII

evolved as UK's own accreditation review
approaches.
Tom Schrodt, UK chemical engineering
professor told the Courier-Journal that
"problems in the Paducah program could
threaten UK's accreditation if the Paducah
site were not separate."
G.T. Lineberry, assistant to the dean of
extended academic campus programs at
UK, said when the program was first envi~
sioned, UK also hoped to establish a true
campus-extended program.
University President Kern Alexander
also stated that it was originally stated in
the CHE agreement that the Paducah
extension could not be a "free-standing"
program.
However, Lineberry said separate
accreditation is the nonn for extensions
like the PCf''s program. He believes the
separate accreditation will be a pos1tive
step toward meeting the needs of the surrounding community.
"Separate accreditation will permit the
school to evolve to meet the needs of local
Please see ENGINEERING/17

Please see REFORM/17

Engineering .agreement changing
"Separate accreditation will permit the
school to evolve to
meet the needs of local .
industries."

•Higher
Education:
Signs of compromise on
postsecondary education
reform increased this
week.

Amid legislative bickering,
Gov. Paul Patton released a
reformed version of his higher
education proposal earlier this
week.
On Wednesday the governor's
office issued a release outlining
what Patton refers to as "a
starting point" for a reform bill
and issued a call for a special
session of the General Assembly
May 12 - a week later than
originally announced.
The additional time for legislators to review the bill stems
from a request by Sen. Joey
Pendleton, D- Hopkinsville, to
Patton to allow more time for
legislators to consider a compromise proposal submitted by him
and Rep. Mike Bowling, D ·Middlesboro.
"I felt the legislators needed
more time to study both proposals and sell what they believed
in to their district, Pendleton
said. "Also, the UK trustees
don't meet until May 6 and they
needed time to study the proposals and give us their feedback."
The Pendleton-Bowling pro·
posal keeps everything, except
budget control with UK This
would allow UK to become a top
research school and enable technical schools to react faster to
industry demands. The benefit
for UK and the technical schools
fits with Patton's proposal.
Patton's 173-page bill reached
the desks of state legislators
early Thursday morning.
In addition to postp()ning the
special session of the General
Assembly, Patton also changed
the date Kentucky Tech and the
community colleges would fall
under the jurisdiction of the pro-

a

•Education: Despite an earlier
agreement, the University of Kentucky is now saying an engineering
curriculum at PCC must be accredited as a separate program.

Patton
backs
down

New-s

2
NewsBrief..~
Benton hosts jazz
night April 26
Benny Bohannon jazz
Night, presented by the
Bank of Marshall County,
will be Saturday, April 26
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. on the
Court Square in Benton.
Marshall Country High
School's Jazz Band and
Murray State's Jazz Band
will be featured

Author signing set
There will be an author
reading on Monday. April
28 from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge.
Robert H. Allen will read
from his new book "Simple
Annals: 200 Years of an
American Family."
Afterwards, he will available to autograph copies
of his book which are
available at the University
Bookstore.
Allen was formerly an
instructor in the MSU English Department.
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Progr~mming
•Student government:
UCB recently established
its 1997-98 committee for
scheduling student activities and events.
Bv

jOHN

K.

MooRE

STAff WRITER

University Center Board
elected new members to the
programming board for the
1997-198 school year Tuesday
night. The group will be
responsible for planning student activities, concerts, lee·
tures and spontaneous events
throughout the upcoming
school year.
Next year's programming
agenda may expand, since
UCB will not be working with a
beginning-of-the-year deficit as
it did this year.

"We lost money on the Gin
Blossoms concert and began
the year with very little to
work with," said Todd Earwood, president of SGA and
former UCB treasurer. "Budgeting wisely allowed us to
save extra money throughout
the year, but we don't have
anywhere near the $50,000
surplus mentioned during the
vice-president elections. If we
had that kind of excess, we
would have used it for the students' benefit rather than try
and hold it over."
Budgeting for each year,
according to Earwood, is based
on prior year spending.
"If we had a surplus that
large, we wouldn't have as
large an operating budget
because we wouldn't have been
allotted as much funding," he

board elected

said.
Earwood said he hopes the
programming committee will
expand its horizons.
"Programming for students
needs to include not ohly entertainment. but educational as
well,'' he said. "Last year's programming board did a terri fie
job and next year's will do just
as well."
Due to programming complications with a budget deficit,
the concert budget was virtually eliminated last year since
concerts provide the largest
fmancial risk.
"Because of our budget problems, we've been fortunate to
find promoters to put up
money for what we've had this
year," said Jeannie Morgan,
coordinator for SGA. ''The best
example of this is Bill Engvall."

Test modem·s
face problems

Hope springs eternal

•Internet: Cable modems they didn't have any paperset up on campus by Mur- work showing I was supposed
ray Cablecomm haue to get a cable modem. After
what started happening, I'm
encountered
problems glad I didn't get hooked up."
with interference.
Jim Stiles, RA in Elizabeth

University offers
computer class
Murray State is offering a
new community education
evening course designed
to take the anxiety out of
learning how computers
operate. Topics covered
include hardware, software, inputting and printing, plus windows and
word processing.
Due to popular demand,
another section of this
course will be offered in a
two-session block on May
12 and 19 from 7 to 9 p.m.
in room 21 I of the Collins
Center for Industry and
Technology. Each person
will be working on a Gateway 2000 computer.
Enrollment in limited to
I 0 people. The registration fee is $60.
For more information or
to register for "Getting
Started with Computers:·
contact MSU's office of
community education at
762-2160 or 1-800-6697654.

Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff.

Region/3ri~f~·
LBL hearing
rescheduled
A congressional hearing
concerning the future of
the Land Between the
Lakes, originally scheduled
for March I, has been
rescheduled for Saturday.
June 21.
According to Rep. Ed
Whitfield, R-Ky.. the hearing is tentatively expected
to be held at Murray
State's Lovett Auditorium
from I0 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Whitfield expects no significant changes to the
panel of witnesses scheduled for the original date.
The hearing is free and
open to the public.

Compiled by C.D. Bradley,
News Editor.
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"We have an obligation to
students when planning activities because we are spending
their money," Morgan said.
"Following the seating of the
new UCB programming board
members on April 29, they will
begin to decide what programs
will be offered next year."
Suggestions regarding programming are being sought.
"We welcome all comments
from students regarding what l!Fintares Jones ...................._
they would like to have for protllil..thw Hawkins ..........pubic_..
grams," Earwood said.
media plan.lln(J
He thanked the members of
the retiring board for their service nnd welcomed the new
board members.
"l have the utmost confidence in their abilities," Ear·
wood said. "The candidates
were well prepared and our
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager
volunteer staff is excellent."

Bv

)OHN

K.

MOORE

STAFF WRITER

O.JVe Cook/Guest

Participants in the American Cancer Society's Relay For Life took part in events at
Stewart Stadium last weekend. T he event raised more than $56,000 for research.

Computer lab awaits site
-Technology: A new computer lab will likely be
available to students in
the fall, but a site for the
lab has yet to be chosen.
Bv

MELISSA JARVIS

REPORTER

Students returning to Mur·
ray State in the fall could
have a cew computer lab at
their disposal. However, no
one knows where that new lab
is going to be located yet.
According to Don Olson,
chief information officer with
Information Systems, the new
computer lab will ideally be
placed in a centrally-located
site with sufficient parking.
However, Woods Hall, which
had previously been consid·
ered, is probably out of the

running as a potential choice.
According to a letter from
the state building inspector,
the electrical system in Woods
Hall cannot be upgraded
unless the whole building is
upgraded. That process would
be too expensive, Olson said.
Olson said he hopes to put
at least 90 computers in an
area of 2,000 square feet or
larger.
Finding such a place is a
challenge since many factors
must be considered such as
additional air conditioning,
electricity and wiring for email and online use. Until a
site can be decided upon, a
limited number of new computers are being added to the
present lab in the Lowry Center.
The estimated cost of main:.
taining the new lab will be

about $20,000 a yenr, Olsor1
said. This figure does not
include the cost of hiring lab
workers.
All .funding details have
been worked out for the new
lab, the project is being held
up only by the lack of a site.
"'We have identified the
money," said Linda Miller.
director of academic computing and technology services.
"The next step is to identify a
place."
Miller said that the project
has been discussed for the last
several montht=~, and has
moved to the front burner
during the past two months.
"Access I to computersl is a
real concern on campus,"
Miller said. "The new computer lab will stay open until 2
a.m., if not .all night."

Recently,
Murray
Cablecomm set up test cable
modems on campus and in the
community.
Preliminary
reports from students praised
the system. However, Internet access has not been as
ideal as first thought, according to Mark Denham, campus
network administrator.
"Feedback from students
tells us that when the system
is working, the speed is great;
however, when it isn't, system
~tability is the issue," he said.
Problems with interference
are causing the most concern.
..The biggest problem has
been interference in the system which causes the modems
to disconnect without warning," Denham said. "The
interference isn't noticeable
with TV, but data is more sensitive. We're working on the
problem with the cable company and it's better than it
was initially."
The interference, known as
ingress, is a known problem in
a 11 cable modem systems.
According to Denham, this
interference can be created by
other signals, even radio, but
occur intennittently.
Keeping a constant connection has been the major issue,
although other problems have
cropped up.
"I was supposed to receive a
cable modem, but the cable
company
never
finished
installing it," said Brad
Strange, resident of Elizabeth
College from Louisville. "The
cable company came and
installed an ethernet card in
my computer, then told me

College, received a cable
modem but requested that it
be removed after having internal problems with his PC.
"It was great," he said. "The
setup was almost perfect
when it was working, but I
had some kind of problem like
a virus and asked to have my
modem removed," My problem
now has been the same as
Brad's. the cable compm:1y has
never come to pick up their
equipment."
Service problems with the
cable company have been a
common complaint.
"Mark Denham has been
terrific about sending some·
one over or ans·wering questions about my modem when I
had it, but rm still waiting for
return calls from the cable
company from weeks ago,"
Stiles said.
Bob Tharp, technician for
Murray Cableeomm whose
voice mail takes messages for
cable modefn questions, did
not return any calls concern·
ing the current cable modem
complaints.
Given the problems students had before, most have
been satisfied with the Internet access it provides.
Denham said the University
will consider investing in the
cable modems if the stability
issues are resolved.
Summer students who will
live on campus are encouraged to apply for a cable
modem to help with the trial
testing.
Other students who live
north of Johnson; along 16th;
one block west of 12th up to
18th; and along Duiguid,
including
the
duplexes,
should call 762-3685, if interested.

Judicial Board to examine Frietag case
•Judicial: University Judicial nary action against him.
The Judicial Board met Wednesday
Board is looking into possible disnight and decided to wait for additionciplinary actions against Ben Freal information when it becomes avail·
itag should he be found guilty in able to them through the District
an alleged on-campus rape.
Court, according to Mike Young, assisBY jAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Benjamin Freitag, junior from
Madisonville charged in connnection
with the assault and rape of a female
Murray State student, will plea~ innocent today at his indictment hearing in
Calloway County District Court.
However, the Univflrl:lity's Judicial
Board is considering possible discipli-

....

tant to the vice president of Student
Affairs.
"This hearing is pending on the
court, and will be made available at
that time," he said.
Freitag and his attorney, Mark
Blankenship, both attended the
Wednesday hearing.
The Judicial Board heard testimony
from the victim, Freitag and his wife
and saw documents concerning the

...

case and asked many questions to both guilty of conduct endangering safety
parties, Blankenship said .
and welfare, he could be recommended
Freitag may be charged with conduct for suspension or expulsion.
"They can detennine guilt or innoendangering the safety and welfare of
another student. Murray State's Stu- cent if there is enough information in
dent Handbook defines this as ..any the case," Young said.
conduct wh1ch potentially endangers
Only the University Appeals Board
the safety und wdfare of other individ- hears the appeal of the student and if
uals such as hazing, assault, battery, they support the ruling of Judicial
abuse, or threat of abuse on Universi- Board then it goes to the Board of
ty-owned or controlled property or at Regents where the decision is final if
they concur with the Appeals Board.
University functions is prohibited."
A student who appears before JudiJudicial Board hearings are closed to
lhe public unless the student requests cial Board is considered innocent until
for a public hearing. F'reitag chose to proven guilty, may question his
have a closed hearing.
accusers, call witness on his behalf and
If the judicial board finds Freitag have a lawyer present.

Ne-ws
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Finals week brings worries
jim Booth:
Provost is attempting to help
both students and faculty to
alleviate the stress of finals
week by trying to keep faculty
from giving early finals and students from having to take too
many finals in a short period of

-Testing: With finals week coming,
many students are worried about
the number of tests they have to take
in one day.
BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF WRITER

I

unlike some, claims to be ready.
"I'm not nervous," he said. "I'm looking
forward to them kind of, because it's that
much closer to getting us out of here."
Murray State Provost Jim Booth has
worked in cooperation with faculty to
make the work load a little lighter for
students.

I..IIU·iilf!li~· dme.
Finals.
"A student should not be required to
This single word strikes fear in the advertising major from Joelton, Tenn.
No matter how much some students take more than two finals in one day," •
hearts of students. All semester, no matter how well students do on other assign- try to prepare, finals can still present Booth said. "It's not a hard and fast polments, they know that in most classes problems. One oft-cited reason for these icy, but if a student is scheduled take
the "'grim reaper" of a final exam awaits, problems is nervousness or test anxiety. three finals in one day, he or she can
Eric Pobst, freshman agriculture come to me and we'll try to make
jumping on any unprepared student and
destroying his or her grade in that class. major from Sikeston, Mo., voiced his con- arrangements for him or her to take the
That lack of preparation is what caus- cerns about a specific final.
~al early or as a make-up."
"The only (final) I worry about is the
es many students to go into a severe
Booth also stressed that students
state of shock once they see their final IDC common final," he said
could
only be made to take finals during
Other students have problems prepargrades.
Although some students claim to study ing for finals because of the number of the designated exam period, May 5-9,
for several days leading up to exams, it's exams they have in such a short time. and was quick to give the faculty credit
probably safe to say that most ·take the Some people may face four or more tests for helping in this effort.
in as little as a three-day period.
''The faculty, by and large, has been
more conventional route.
Boykin
said
he
has
four
finals,
but
"I cram," said Joey Boykin, freshman
very cooper ative."

Police Beat
A pril 17
12:59 a.m. Noise complaint reported at Franklin College.
I :47 a .m . Noise complaint repon:ed of someone blowing horn.
2:00 a.m . Noise complaint reported in White College of a group
yelling.
12:25 p.m. Keith Torian was arrested for shoplifting at the TRoom in the Curris Center. He allegedly took two sandwiches and
a bag of fries. He was charged with theft by unlawful taking.
12:36 p.m. Jason Gossett reported his bike stolen. It was a 12speed Murray bike, black and maroon In color.
2:09 p.m. Ambulance was dispatched to the T-room for a sick person. The person was then transpon:ed to Murray-Callaway County
Hospital.
3:29 p .m. Ambulance dispatched to Cutchin Field for a injured
person. She was trying out for cheerleading and fell on her back and
shoulder while doing a cheer from the shoulders of another person.
She was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

April 18
3:2 7 p .m. Herman Taylor arrested for operating a motor vehicle
on a suspended drivers license.
7 :00 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders repon:ed near Waterfield
library.
•
April 19
12:23 a.m . Complaint of skateboarders repon:ed around Blackburn Science Building.
•
•3:30
Russell F. Moline was arrested for alcohol intoxication
and James W. Cole was arrested for DUI and criminal trespassing.The incident occurred following an auto accident. The vehicle
was driven into a ditch on Waldrop Drive. No injuries reported.
I 0 :24 p.m. Noise complaint reported behind Winslow Cafeteria.
It was an authorized function.

a.m.

Summer ·School registration
close. Students are encouraged to inform the registrar.s
office if they do not plan on
attending a class they registrars office for, so other students can get in the class.
BY HARRY ROWEN BASH
There is hope for students if
REPORTER
the class they want is closed.
Some
professors
may
Thoughtheschoolyearends
in May for most Murray State expand the enrollment of
students, some choose to their classes toward the end
extend their studies through of the semester and students
the summer. Summer school may drop out of a class they
registration can be a stressful had registered for. For this
and complicated process, but reason, students should be
if handled promptly, there persistent in trying to get in a
class if a class is still closed by
may be no problem at all.
The major problem students the time classes begin, such
have with summer school is as going to the class anyway
that classes·close early: Some to see if there is an unexpectclasses are ful) now.iThere is ed ,ope~ing.
Technology has made regisdwmand for classes after they

•Academics: Registration
for summer classes will
begin ori the May 15
throughflacer Touch.

tering easier. Students can
find out the class list of any
class on the MSU home page.
The
address
is
HTTP://www.mursuky.edu.
The home page will allow
students to keep up with the
enrollment of classes daily,
because enrollment is adjusted on the home page each day.
Students
can
register
through Racer Touch on any
telephone. Registration must
be done from 7:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. during summer school
sessions. Students can go to
their advisor or the registration office if they encounter
any difficulties.
At the end of the summer
classes, students may be
eager to get their grades back,

but grades won't be finalized
until Aug. 13.
Summer school classes offer
an advantage to students.
These classes span less time
and students who are used to
cramming for tests can take
this opportunity to get credit
more quickly.
Students who go to summer
school can graduate sooner, or
get more difficult classes out
of the way. Summer school
classes normally have less
students than fall or spring
semester classes. This provides for a smaller student to
teacher ratio. All these reasons make summer school
worth it\vestignting for n)nny
students.

April 20
2:27 p.m. Noise complaint repon:ed behind Winslow Cafeteria. It
was an authorized function.
A p r il 21
I :OS a.m . False alarm on the third floor of Regents
ed.

Coll~e

report-

April 22
2: 19 p .m . Auto accident reported at Wrather Museum and North
16th Street. A vehicle jumped the curb and hit a dogwood tree. No
Injuries reported.
April 23
2: I I a.m. False alarm reported In White College. No fire was
found and the fourth floor alarm was reset.
Racer Escorts - 7
Information for Police Beat was gathert:d and compiled by jake Burgess,
assistant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety' off~ee.
I
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West Wood Wines & Li quors
Has Re-Opened from Their Fire
with the Hottest Prices Ever
Dor.~ 't Dri n k & Drive )
Jose Cuervo
Gold

1.75 L33.63

Sauv. Blanc &
Whito Zlnflndol

750 mt 13.15

1.5L 8.55

Old Charter 8

Canadian Mist

Canadian Club

Paul Masson
Wines

1.7SL 19.99

1.75 L13.99

1.75L 19.99

3L8.53

Boones Farms
Wines

Marcus James

Gallo Livingston
Cellar

Carolans
Irish Cream

1.5 L5.41

1,75 L25.60

Stonecreek

Jim Beam
4 Yr. Old

•750ml 3.09
Bailey's
Irish Cream

.

1.75 L41 .22

·w.,~ .
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5L7.05

Smirnoff 80

1.75 L16.30

1.75 L23.99

Chnrddnnay &
Cabernet

1.75 L17.99

Bud
Suitcases

Bud&
Bud Light

1.75L28.99

15.98

Keg68.13

Franzia Generic
Boxed Wines

Bud Light
Suitcase

Mlchelob
Reg. or Light

5L11 .38

15.98

Jose Cuervo
White

Miller Lite
Suitcase

Miller Lite
Keg

Conchaytoro
Valle Central

750mr 11 .37

15.98

66.51

1.5L7.65

Michelob

Killian Red
Keg

Peachtree

71.73

1.75L17.71

Busch
Keg

Skoal Vodka

Jack Daniels
Black

1.75 L28.99

3L 8.82
Martini & Rossi

•l~l~-I~RMM

Cabemet,
Chardonnay, Merlot

Old Charter 10

Makers Mark

Gallo Livingston
Cellars

·~~~~JM, lllpl. . I,... llwll.

Glen Ellen

Kahlua

Asti

750 ml1 0.99

Keg

Reg. or Light
12 pk. NR 8.67
Keystone Light

12 pk. 4.99

Vcndage White
Zlnflndel
1.5

L5.99

Dewars Scotch

1.75 L32.98

68.13

Schn~pps

1.75L 10.28

63.97
60 Import and
Micro Brewery Beers
to Choose From

Jagermeister

750 ml 19.10

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714

Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366 Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Dell Open 9 a.m.-9 p.mL Mon.- Thur.; 9 a.m.-11 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

WEST WOOD ST. HWY 54 & 69 • PARIS, TN
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover
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Students· unaware of rising crime

College VieU)S

Q•

The Murray State News

With only one week of classes
left, most students have a lot on
their minds. Last minute
papers, finals, moving out and
plans for the summer have
caused students to neglect little
tasks. Locking doors is becoming a task too tough for many
students. That is a bad thing
because the rate of theft traditionally rises at the end of the
year.
In the past two weeks, three
bikes have been stolen from students. Two were stolen during
the day. Horror stories of stolen

As we approach sum-

mer break is it crunch time or
time to quit?

Name: Elaine
Arthur

Major: Art
Year: Junior
Hometown:
London, England

"It's crunch
time."

OurVieu)
Issue:
Crime and theft is rising as the end
of the semester approaches.

Position:
With the lack of major crimes on
campus students are no longer as
concerned with their safety.

CDs, stereos and cash plague
the residential colleges. As people move from their rooms
before summer it is likely that
the chaos will be a haven for
sticky fingers

The reason theft runs rampant at the end of the year is
because students are too comfortable. Freshman who would
lock their door before walking
down the hall are now inviting
thieves into their rooms by leaving doors wide open while doing
laundry three floors down.
Part of this confidence comes
from the lack of any major criminal activity for quite some
time. Just after reports of
attacks covered the front page
of the newspaper no one would
leave their homes without pep-

per spray. People were extremely careful. More students can be
seen taking walks alone, at
night without any worry.
It would be foolish to think
that crime goes away when the
flowers are blooming and the
campus is beautiful. Remember
what sunny day it was when the
bikes were stolen.
To be safe students just need
to be aware. Lock your doors,
even if it's only to run down the
hall. Don't be naive about
crime, it can. happen anytime.

............................
Name: D. T.

My Viezv

Mayes

Major: Radio/TV
Year: Junior
Hometown:

HEATHER MARTIN

Montgomery, Ala.

"Time to quit."

Summer
•
allows no
freedom

Name: Colleen
Maroer

Major: Undeclared
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
St. Louis, Mo.

Hearings must be open

"It's time to
focus on what's important."

Name: Brian
Palmer

Major: Engin
physics
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Benton

"It's definitely time to crunch."

Name: Karine
Nunes

Major: Animal
health technology
Year: Sophomore

The University Judicial Board
exercises quite a bit of power on
this campus. Anyone who challenges a parking ticket, committing a· serious or violent crime or
gets caught cheating in a class
gets to plead their case in front of
this austere body of judicial
prowess.
However, all of it is shrouded in
a cloak of secrecy. Although most
would agree it is important to
know if the people you go to school
with and even live with have committed serious or violent crimes.
It is the responsibility of the
media, as a representative of the
public, to make these things
known. It is for the good of the

Issue:
The records of campus courts.are
unavailable to the media and public.

Position:
The University judicial Board should
make hearings and records public
knowledge.

public at large.
A case may be made that reporting on such cases is an invasion of
privacy. But we ask you this:
would you rather we risk invading
someone's privacy or that you didn't know the guy down the hall in
your dorm has a history of psychotic rages·?

Campus courts defend themselves by saying the media can
cover the simultaneous court case.
The problem here is there is not
always a court case to cover. If
something occurs in a residential
college, and a residential advisor
is alerted instead of Public Safety,
the entire process is kept from the
public. It is hidden from the public eye in a series of back-room
sessions. We do not feel this is in
the best interest of the public at
large.
We feel it is our responsibility as
journalists and your right to know
as citizens what happens in these
hearings. If only we were able to
tell you.

Hometown:
France

Your l 'iel.l'S

"I feel like quitting but it's
time crunch."
Seth Dixon/Staff

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
Jonathan Oliver
Editor-in-Chief
Mandy Wolf
Associate Editor
C.D. Bradley
News Editor
Jennifer Sacharnoskl
Viewpoint Editor
Sarah Wight
College Life Editor
Eddie Grant
Sports Editor
Danny Vowell
Visual Editor
Jennifer DeMarsh
Advertising Manager
Bruce Rudd
On-Line Editor
The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under the adviser·
sh1p of Joe Hedges. Op1nions expressed
are those of the ed1tors and other s1gned
writers. These opinions do not necessari·
ly represent the view of joumalism faculty
or the University. .This is an official publi·
cation of Murray State University.
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change her name? Changing
her name would lead me to
think that her self-esteem is
To the editor:
not as high as she believes.
Just a word of advice for
This letter is in response to Rene - if you really want to
the article "Student battles show that you have a high
dyslexia" in the last issue of self-esteem, don't change
The Murray State News. I am your name. All that does is
a student who is also battling show that you really are
dyslexia. In grade school, my ashamed of yourself and your
parents were told by teachers learning disability.
that I would never amount to
anything, and that I didn't Chris Sefeovie
have a desire to learn.
Louisville
If not for the DePaul
School, a special school in Alcohol is not a sin
Louisville, to teach children
with dyslexia, I don't know To the editor:
where I would be today. I am
There is a reason why the
not ashamed of having this
disability. I still am affected anti-alcohol fanatics who conin areas of spelling and math, trol this little, isolated corner
but with the help of the learn· of the world are willing, as
ing center in the Lowry Professor James Schempp
Building, I have learned to puts it, in the April, 25th edihelp myself in college.
tion of The Murray State
My major question about News, "to force people to drive
the article is the person we over that treacherous road to
know as "Rene." She talks get a beer."
about the htgh-self esteem
These prohibitionists have
she has due to her overcom- dethroned pride, and crowned
ing her learning disability. drunkenness in its place as
The interview also goes on to the chief of sins. They seem to
tell how outspoken she is on believe all who drink alcohol
the subject of dyslexia. If this deserve to die, be maimed for
is the case and she really has life, or at least spend their
such high self-est:eem for her- lives being beaten and raped
self, why does she need to behind ban:;. If there was a

Students battle
dyslexia
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"bar on every comer" no one purchased for $25.
would need to drive home
I would like to thank the
under the influence, risking 1997 Shield staff, our advisers, Dr. White, Joe Hedges
their life, limb and liberty.
and
Barry Johnson and the
There is nothing specificalJMC
departmental staff for
ly Christian about this ferocious, even murderous feeling aU of their hard work and
toward drinkers. Most of dedication.
1 would also like to thank
Christendom allows pubs and
bistros to operate openly. The Murray State News for
Most of the world's Chris- all of their help this year in
tians drinlt, at least in moder- the production of the yearation. Islam, not Christianity, book. Thank you for identify·
is the teetotaller religion. ing people and lending picAnd dwelling here is much tures when needed.
like being trapped in the
heart of deepest, darkest Aya- Stephanie L. Schneider
Louisville
'
tollah land.
D'vid Hawley
Murray

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
Thanks from t h e and letters to the ediyearbook
tor. Contributors should
To the editor:
include address and
phone numbers for veriI am writing to inform the
students, faculty and staff fication. Please include
that 1997 Murray State hometown, classification
Shield yearbooks are avail- and title or relationship
able in room 116 of Wilson to the University. To subHall. Students must bring mit a guest commentary
their student ID or other picture ID when coming to pick call 762-4468. The News
up their yearbook. It is not to reserves the right to edit
late if they forgot to order for content and length.
one. Yearbooks can .!itill be
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The year is dwindling down
and summer is approaching.
As I walk through the quad, I
hear hits and pieces of conversations about what my fellow
students of Murray State will
be doing once they get home. I
don't know about you, but I am
not to fond of the old, familiar
summer job thing.
For me, it's back on th~ ~
with my shades and whistle,
watching bratty little children
at the pool. At night, I'm the
friendly greeter at Abercrombie and Finch that you always
try to avoid. I may get a discount, but I still can't afford a
lousy t-shirt in the whole
store.'l'his will be my second
year as a survivor of the lifeguard thing. Whenever
I
mention the word "pool,"' they
all say, "Hey, you got a relax·
ing job. What are ·you complaining about?"
Where do· people get ofT saying that? I'm dying out in the
heat (sure, I like the tan, but
that's not the point), deciding
whether not to call break early
and listening to snot-nosed,
crying kids call out "Ms.
Heather, I got a boo-boo. I
need a band-aid."
By this time, my personality
is shot and I'm sunburned. I
really don't care what people
want and I don't feel like smiling and showing them where
the darn size four is in khaki's.
By the time 11 p.m. rolls
around, l just want my bed
and a bottle oflotion to pour on
my face.
To top it off, on my one day
off from the pool. I'm going to
be interning at a newspaper
once a week (might as well as
do something time consuming
with my major). I'm sure it will
help my stress level.
You may be asking, Why am
torturing myself? MONEY!
College keeps me broke. Daily
trips to the Super Wal-Mart,
can really tap into an account.
I don't know why people are
so excited to go home. OK, it's
a dry county and their are no
shopping malls, but hey, that's
life. What could possibly be
drawing these kids to go
home? Certainty not their parents.
Every time I turn
around. I hear the all too
familiar 20 questions. Where
are you going? When are you
coming back? 1t never ends.
Now, I ask, Why does everyone want to go home?

Heather Martin is a Rtaff
writer for Tile Murray State
News.
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Roundtable to ·link campus leaders
Anyone trying to accomplish a goal
that involves more than one organization on this campus has probably confronted the same problem that I have.
Trying to coordinate communication
lines between the numerous organizations is at times impossible.
All students whether freshman or
non-traditional have ideas and concerns that would greatly benefit and
affect campus life. The key to addressing all the concerns is establishing a
link between the respective organizations. Currently, there are 147 recognized student organizations.
Beginning May 1, Student Government Association President Todd Earwood and I will start to address the
communication deficiency on our cam-

In M y
(Jpin ion
j EFF

between student organizations.
2. To amplify the voice of the student
body by giving a direct link to SGA.
3. To unify the campus organizations
in the common goal to improve our college experience.

W ILSON

pus. This will be achieved by bringing
all the campus presidents together for
one meeting each month.
The Presidents' Roundtable has
been designed to accomplish three
main goals for the campus community:
1. To improve the communication

The Roundtable is designed to be an
elite assembly that will consist of the
campus leaders. It is to be an informal
yet helpful session. We will gather and
discuss the many different issues that
affect the diverse individuals of Murray State University. In addition, The
Roundtable serve to unify students by
teaming how we can support and promote each other as campus organizations. This in turn will improve college life as a whole.

One prime example that is being
addressed is the concern for attendance at Murray State athletic events.
There has been an increased desire to
boost the attendance of the student
fans at all athletic events. The Presidents' Roundtable will be able to offer
solutions to the problem, by giving
advice on how to encourage their constituents to participate.
We will be in contact with your organization's president in the near future
through campus mail. If your organization's president has not heard from
us before May 1st, then we ask you to
contact us at 762-6883. I would invite
you to attend this first meeting, May
1, at 6:00 p.m., in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.

I also encourage anyone that has a
concern about their campus experience to come to a Student Government
Association meeting. which arc held
every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the
Barkley Room ofthc Curris Center.
We will be holding our last meeting
for the semester next week. However,
we will re~onvenc in the fall. I would
like to stress that all meetings are
open to the public and are an excellent
outlet to voice your concern. The SGA
is elecwd by you and is at your
disposal.

Jeff Wilson is the Interfraternity Coun·
cil president and the Executive Counsel to the SGA pres;dent..

Finals a stressful
time for students
As another semester is endMy
ing, most students arc being
hit with more stress than they
Opinion
know how to deal with. Everyone seems overwhelmed with
papers, projects and finals.
j OHN K.
I am not an expert in stress
MOORE
management. In fact, I just
manage by drowning myself in
coffee and smoking enough cigarettes to keep Philip Morris
not having something done is
stock prices up.
People deal with stress in dif- usually worse than actually
ferent ways. Some exercise, doing the task. The most stress
some eat, some don't eat, but I feel comes from the anticipaeveryone has something they tion of deadlines and due dates.
Now, I operate under a
do for a tension release. Someslightly
looser guideline. As
times just imagining hitting
as
it
gets done, 1 won't
long
people helps. Remember I said,
worry
about
it. To help me deal
thinking, not actually acting
with
stress,
I
take advantage of
out the impulse. I learned that
every
diversion
possible withas an undergraduate.
out
compromising
my grades. If
Last week I almost acted on
you
know
me
you'll
' know I
that impulse, when the stress
think
grades
are
only
one percontinued to build. Someone, in
son's opinion of what you can
the fraternity house I live in,
do. To me, a bad grade (and I've
• decided to shut off circuit
breakers while my computer had my share) doesn't mean
was on. After a few days, my you cannot do the work.
Regardless of what you
stress level dropped like a rock
and I returned to my usual, choose to do for stress relief
I also learned before, during and after finals,
nice self.
that I create most of my own play if safe and best of luck.
stress. Why do today what can Remember coffee and cigabe put off until next week? rettes work wonders.
That is not always the best
motto.
John K. Moore is a staff writer
for
the Murray State News.
In fact the stress caused by

In M y
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Youthful
attitudes
change

I can't take a late-night run by myself
around the block. I don't like to walk to
my car after a late night at work. I hate
that I always have to find a place to
walk or park in the streetlight or look
around when I walk down a dark street.
If you think I'm alone, look at the evidence.
Roughly 95 percent of people who usc
the escort system at the university are
women, said John Pack, program manager of the Security Monitor Program.
"Using the escort system means one
thing and one thing only - you're
smart," Pack said. "If you're walking
with someone else you're significanlly
increasing your safety."
Pack said safety in numbers, by either
walking with an escort or with a friend,
is a safety precaution . All people, male
and female, should recognize that using
the escort is an important safety mea·
sure, he said.
Strength in numbers can also be
empowering. Last week, I attended a
"Take Back the Night Rally" at the university. It's an event in which people
march down the street at night, chanting that they're tired of being afraid of
crimes that occur in the dark.
I marveled at how good it felt to be
walking as a group of mostly women,
stating that we owned the evening. But
even as we rallied, I knew the next
evening and the evening after would not
be ours.

In the third grade we made a
pact never to like boys. In the
seventh grade we swore off
marriage until the age of 40.
Our sophomore year of high
school we vowed never to have
children. At the time, all were
,good ideas.
Unfortunately, people grow
up. 1 just didn't realize it could
happen to the people I played
house with.
Two of my closest friends
from home devastated me with
news of their pregnancies. I
had so many different emotions. i was sympathetic, then
disappointed, and finally
angry. I was mad that they
threw it all away. As I saw it,
they had it all and wasted it.
But I was wrong.
I was selfish. I thought that
they needed the same things [
did. I thought we had all the
same goals. We .would travel
similar paths and reunite
somewhere down the road.
I overlooked what makes
them happy. Becoming mothers and wives is truly what
they want to do.
All of our talk about college,
careers and travel, was not
what they really wanted. I
should have understood that.
For a long time I couldn't
believe it. How on earth could
someone my age, fresh out of
high school, want to be responsible for the life of another
human being?
J have been concentrating on
the responsibilities of motherhood, but I also pondered the
requirements of the fathers.
The boys have not yet learned
how to tie their belts properly
because their jeans still hang
over their boxers. How are they
going to change diapers?
This is just more selfishness.
Every time they take another
step toward adulthood I feel
like I am being left behind. In
actuality we are just traveling
separate paths.
Graduation
is
rapidly
approaching and I will witness
more of my peers travel into
the next part of their lives.
I hope l am able to find the
path that makes.me happy. For
right now, I don't think work
and children are calling my
name. Good luck to those who
hear them cry.

Sara Goo is a writer for The Minnesota
Daily, the student newspaper of University of Minnesota .

Sacharnoski is the
Viewpoint editor for The Murray Stale News.
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Each rape attacks every woman
(U-WIRE) MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. I lay in bed, tossing around to every
uncomfortable position. I closed my
eyes, but my mind kept wandering.
Finally I got up. I checked all the locks
to my apartment- twice. I left the hallway light on and placed my portable
phone by my bedside. I felt like I was 5
years old again, scared of the Boogeyman.
In fact, my mind was fixated on the
news I'd heard that day about two university women who had been raped the
night before, when several men allegedly broke into their apartment and stole
some of their belongings.
I couldn't sleep that night. 1 couldn't
help lhinking that it could have been
me.
Rape scares me. It may well be my
biggest fear. And it's not just the physical act that gets under my skin. I see
rape as an entity symbolizing a threat
to all women's safety.
Somehow, that rape affected me more
than any other news I routinely hear.
Maybe it was because I was home alone
that night while my roommates were
away. Maybe it was because I don't
know where I'd go for help if anything
were to happen to me.
Probably it was because they were college-aged, like me.
Unlike headlines of murders, stabbing~ or bank· robberies I read about
every day, rape is more personal to me
because I'm a woman. Rape happens to
men also, but women live in constant
fear of it.
If I took a collection of women's key
chains, I'm sure I'd have evidence that

for practice. He'd always laugh and say
I'd freeze up if the real thing ever hapMy
pened.
Mayl>e I wouldn't go for the eyeballs
()pinion
like they taught, but at least I know
which areas of a man are most vulneraSARA Goo
ble (though some parts are obvious). At
least I feel stronger just knowing I have
other women fear becoming a victim, a few options.
It may sound like I'm paranoid, but
too. Just among my circle of friends, I
really,
I just like to tbink.I'm not helpknow two or three who carry pepper
less.
My
little weapons give me an edge
spray on their key chains. One carries a
of
self-confidence
when physical
personal alarm.
strength
comes
into
play.
I carry a thin, 6-inch black stick called
Rape is more than just sex. It's about
a Kubotan, pronounced "koob-i-tan"
power
and control. Maybe that's why I
(they cost about three bucks, but I got
think
it's
offensive in more than just a
mine for free). I also have a whistle on
physical
sense.
my key chain.
Rape takes away the very being of a
I ·wonder, do men think about these
human.
Rape takes it selfishly, without
things too? Do many men carry around
permission.
pepper spray? Probably not.
Rape humiliates a woman's sexuality.
I wonder if men know how their presence, in certain circumstances, can It reduces her wholeness as a
cause a woman to feel uneasy. I wonder respectable, funny, intelligent person to
if men know I feel comfortable around a lifeless body. A nothing. A blow-up
them when I'm at the ATM during the doll that can be used, discarded and forday, with plenty of people around. But if gotten.
I'm alone with the same man present at
We know very little about the two
night at the bank, it makes me a little University women who were raped a
nervous.
few months ago. The crime against
It's nothing personal against men, of them makes them nameless for their
course. But when I hear nbout crimes protection; it makes them anonymOUH
against women at night, I can't help but victims.
put up my guard.
But that does not mean that the vioI even took a self-defense course. I lence against them did not affect others.
learned how to shout "Ki-yaaah!" from It shook our 'c ommunity. Il shook me.
the gut and how to gouge an attacker's
I hate the part of me that fears rape
eyes out with my two fingers.
and fears the night and fears men who
Sometimes I'd make my ex-boyfriend are strangers. It bothers me that I have
come up behind me and atlack me, just to' always be thinking about my safety.
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Summer movies provide
variety of star power
Last summer, it was all about aliens,
twisters and impossible missions.
This summer, its about dinosaurs, men in
black and bats as the summer movies begin to
his the box office theaters.
This year's flicks will consist of a variety of
entertainment, from action-thrillers to romantic comedies.
One of the most-awaited films includes
"Batman and Robin," which will star "ERms
George Clooney as the caped crusader. Chris
O'Donnell will return to play sidekick Robin.
Alicia Silverstone will play Batgirl and modelactress
Uma
Thurman

~~~~will

play
Poison Ivy.
A r n o 1 d
Schwarzenegger will
play villainous Mr.
Freeze.
The most expensive film of the summer is
the controversial "Titanic," which may miss
its scheduled premiere date of July 2 due to
post-production problems.
With a rumored $180 million-plus budget,
the nearly three-hour movie is one of the most
costly in film history. It illustrates in stark
reality the fatal sinking of the ocean liner in
the early 1900s and will star, among others,
Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet as star-

All photos courtesy or Columbia and TriStar Picture!>
Above, Kiefer Sutherland stars as ex-con and wildman Curtis Freley in Triumph Films' upcoming "Truth
or Consequences, N.H.," due for release on May l. In the movie, Sutherland's character helps a man and
his love find the money to escape from society In a cross-country escapade. It also stars VIncent Gallo
and Kim Dickens, and was directed by Sutherland.

Left, Julia Roberts and Dermont Mulroney star as best friends'wlth the perfect relationship until
one of them decides to get married in TriStar's June 27 picture "My Best Friend's Wedding."
Above, Alicia Silverstone returns to the screen as a disgruntled heiress who cons a conman
(Benlcio Del Torro) into staging her own kidnapping In August's "Excess Baggage."
Right, Harrison Ford stars as the President of the United States attempting to save his family
in Columbia Pictures' "Air Force One."

crossed lovers.
Tragedy will also strike Los Angeles as lava
flows abundantly from a crack in the earth's
crust in Twentieth Century Fox's "Volcano."
It will star Tommy Lee Jones as Mike
Roark, head of the Office of Emergency
Management in Los Angeles. Anne Heche will
star opposite him as a brilliant young scientist
attempting to stop the flow.
At $100 million in cost, the film promises
lots of action and special effects: It follows the
premiere of "Dante's Peak" earlier this year
(another volcano movie), which defeated
"Volcano" in production costs at $115 million.
Small town Indiana will cool down when
Morgan Freeman, Christian and Millie Driver
battle raging waters and bad guys in "The
Flood."
The Paramount picture is scheduled for
release May 2, and boasts old-fashioned filmmaking and a lack of special effects.
Sandra Bullock is back in "Speed 2: Cruise
Control," but this time the action takes to the
seas with a runaway ocean liner. Reports
claim turbulence among the film's backers as
it's production costs climbed to more than
$105 million.
"Speed 2" will hit theaters June 13, only a
few weeks before the much-anticipated "The
Lost World," a sequel to "Jurassic Park." This
one will again star Jeff Goldblum battling
dinos.
This sequel is rumored to be more of a horror film than the first, sporting more special
effects and finished ahead of schedule. It is set
for release on May 23.
Left. two of Hollywood's
favorites, Tommy Lee Jones,
left, and Will Smith, right,
team up In Columbia
Pictures' "Men In Black" as
two speilallsts seeking to
protect Earth from a collision of warring worlds.
The movie is scheduled for
release on July 2 and was
directed
by
, Barry
Sonnenfeld.
Steven Spielberg lent his creative hand to the production
as the Executive producer.
The screenplay was written
by Ed Solomon.
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Food se.r vice changing

Quite the racket
Nancey
Norstrom, a
freshman
from Cen·
tralia, Ill.,
instructs Sara
Doran on her
forearm technique. The
tennis team is
offering a
workshop to
the public to
raise money
for Ohio Val·
ley Conference champi·
onship rings.

leges seeking access to food ser- ing and additions in security due
vices, the Sugar Cube has been to an increase in theft. As far as
accepting board plans from 4 to 7 menu changes, none are expected.
p .m. from students not wishing to
Regarding complaints about the
trek to WinslowOO or Fast Tracks. quality of meals at Winslow OinBenriter said this will not be the ing Hall, Benriter contends that
BY OONAI.O LAWSON
case next semester.
Winslow uses high-quality foods.
STAFF WRITER
Benriter hopes to have an out"A lot of board-plan operations
As the spring semester comes to side franchise lined up by fall to may not use high quality food," he
a close, students may be interest- fill the vacancy left by Long John said. "One of the things we have
ed to know what campus food ser· Silver's clo~ing. If this does not done that has gotten us in trouble
vices will be available when they happen, there may be something financially has been the great
return in the fall.
similar to the Stables, which filled number of raw foods such as meat
According to Bill Benriter, direc- the spot before Long John Silver's. and vegetables, which was very
A way of filling the voids left by high quality."
tor of Food Services, the recent
closings of Long John Silver's and the shut down of Pony Express · Benriter went on to say that
Pony Express are indicators of and Hart Deli has yet to be decid- Food Services has tried different
ed . One idea invplves a . food programs such as sub sandwich
some of the changes ahead.
Benriter said Hart Deli will establishment completely owned days and Papa John's days to
likely be closed next semester as and operated by students. Deci- please studen~s .
He apologized to students about
well. As with the Long John Sil~ sions regarding the Pony Express
ver's and Pony Express closings, and Hart Deii spaces' will not be the sudden nature of the changes
that have been made. However.
budgetary concerns are responsi- made until this summer.
For those students using the T- he said Food Services will do what
ble.
To deal with the problem of stu- Room, there are no major changes it can to make amends for the
dents from Regents and White col- expected except for some remodel- changes next semester.

•Food: Next semester Food
Services has plans to change
many of the places were students eat.

Chns Weatherly/Staff

The Murray Going Away Party
State News

TEACHING/TIJI'ORING SUPPLIESIGLFTS

THE

United Methodist Church

SMART

STOP

Fellowship 1315 Payne St.
Wednesday, April30
11 a.m.- 1 p.m.
There will be great food and fellowship!
Come help us say good-bye to our campus minister,
friend and educator. Raponzil "Ra" Stockard.
• w1"11 be great...
Iff"
....corne on 1t

delivers...

EVERY FRIDAY!

TeacherI Parent/Student
Educational Supply Center
•Thematic Unit8
•cui8enalre Rods
•nand8 On Manipulatb:es
Arul otltPr inslrurtimwl Mat('rials

Mary Janice Cooper - Owner
Over 20 years teaching experjence
Present MSU ID and receive a 5% discount on all purchases
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119 S. 4th St.
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~
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•
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CANTALOUPU
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POTATO lAUD
---·-

CHIUUIIY
..1&1

~
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~
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SMOKED
PICNIC
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The Advertising Department of The MSU News will be holding interviews for
Ad Production and Sales Tuesday, May 29 starting at 3 p.m. If you filled out an
application please come to Rm. 111 in Wilson Hall and sign up for an interview.
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Supreme Court rejects Title IX appeal
•Athletics: Brown University's
request for a hearing on a compromise plan to meet Title IX
requirements was denied by the
Supreme Court on Monday.
BY ANDREW GOLDSMITH
THE BROWN DAILY HERALD

BROWN UNIVERSITY

(U-WIRE) PROVIDENCE, R.I. The Supreme Court rejected without
comment Brown University's request
for a hearing of the University's Title
IX suit, Amy Cohen et. al. u. Brown
University et. al,on Monday.
Earlier in the day, Brown had submitted a compliance plan to the U.S.
District Court that - if approved the university claims would meet the
requirements of that court's March
29, 1995 decision, which held that
Brown did not provide adequate athletic opportunities to women. With
the Supreme Court's refusal to take
on the case, the compliance plan
becomes the primary focus of the

You've uot ao ~ 40
before you retire?

five-year-old suit.
At a crowded press conference
Monday afternoon, Brown representatives
emphasized that the
Supreme Court's decision not to hear
the case does not constitute a decision against Brown.
"While this is disappointing to the
University," said Mark Nickel, director of the Brown News Bureau, "we
remember that this is not a decision
on the merits of the case and that
many of these issues still remain
before us."
Arthur Bryant, attorney with the
plaintiffs' s ponsor, the Trial Lawyers
for Public Justice, had a different
perspective on the decision.
"This is a huge victory for equality
and women all around th e country as
well as at Brown," he told The Herald. "The message from the courts is
now clear. There are no more excuses.''
The plaintiffs sued Brown a year
after the school demoted th e women's gymnastics and volleyball and

men's golf and water polo teams to
club-varsity status, claiming that
Brown's athletic program violates
Title IX gender-discrimination prohibitions by not providing sufficient
opportunities for women to participate in sports. Sixty percent of the
athletes affected by the 1991 cuts
were male, reflecting the roughly 6040 ratio of men to women in the University's athletic program.
Courts deem a school in compliance with Title IX if its athletic program passes any part of a threepronged test established by the
Department of Education's Office Of
Civil Rights. A school passes the test
if it can show that the gender ratio in
the intercollegiate program is "substantially proportionate" to the ratio
in the student body, demonstrate a
history of expanding the athletic program of the underrepresented gender or "fully and effectively accommodate the interests and abilities of
the underrepresented gender."
The compliance plan Brown sub-

mitted to the District Court considers the first prong of the test, and
claims to be able to make the gender
ratios of athletes and of all students
proportionate "without having to
entirely eliminate men's teams or
having to create additional University-funded varsity teams."
The plan hopes to achieve this by
er:tforcing minimum roster sizes for
all teams and maximum roster sizes
for men's teams, creating a women's
lightweight crew team within the
existing crew program and promoting the women's water polo club
team to donor-funded varsity status.
According to Nickel, the changes
would require "no significant
increase in university investment" in
athletics.
Brown's compliance plan also
establishes a fonnula that provides a
target number of male varsity athletes - 418 - that would create
exact proportionality between the
number of male and female varsity
athletes and the number of men and

C Stables

years

women undergraduates. The plan
would provide for 431 male athletes,
which Brown argues constitutes"
"substantial
proportionality"
because there would be less than one
percentage point differe~ce between
the proportion of students who are
female, 53.8 percent, and the proportion of varsity athletes who are
female, 53.1 percent.
Brown lawyer Jeffrey Michaelson
and Vice President and General
Counsel Beverly Ledbetter refused
to predict how long the court would
spend considering the proposal, but
they have requested that the court
set its own deadline. Brown has not
yet decided whether it will carry out
the plan if the court's deliberation
extends into the next school year.
If the District Court rejects the
proposed plan, Brown would have to
submit a new one, which probably
would involve demoting or eliminating existing men's varsity teams.
The school has not yet decided which
teams would be subject to such cuts.

Required reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.

Phew!
Looks like I caught you Just In time.
Sure, it sounds funny now. But these things do have a nasty way
of sneaking up on you. So call me. And let me help make sure
you retire with more than a hearty handshake from the boss.

DANNY ~ROMAS
Prudential Representative
u tbcft's. cbild )'OU c:ue lboul.lftywllac 18 )OUfliiC.lWII )OU Sllollld

3553 Park Plaza Road
KY 42002-9500
502-442-7950 Office, 759-1231 Home

c~re tlbout our publiC 'ldlools Far a free boo•lc• tbat "''ttlalm "''il)'\
yuu em help ompn"'e eilucat><m on Amenc~. ull 1-fiDD-<16-PROMISE.

Pad~cah,

ThePrudent1al ~
C 1!MIS The Ptue*mal lnaut~~noe Company of Amenca • Prudenbel Plaza • Newark. NJ 07102
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Congratulations
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Savings throughout the store on dresses,
on handbags and sports wear.
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OnG'atnjJus
Greeks support
BB/BS program
Greeks on campus are
participating in Greek Letter Day today in support
the
Murray
Big
Brothers/Big Sisters program.
Members of all fraternities and sororities are
being asked to wear their
letters in an effort to bring
attention to the program.
The group will attempt to
raise $1 ,000 for. start-up
costs for the program.
From I 0 a.m. until 2
p.m., a banner representing all the Greek chapters
on campus will be available
for signing. All Greek
members need to do to be
a part of the event Is contribute $1, which enables
them to sign the banner in
support of the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program.
The event is begin sponsored by the Center for
Student Involvement, the
Interfraternity Council,
the National Panhellenic
Council and the MSU Panhellenic Council.

-Have sex with onlY one uninfected pet'801'1
only has sex with you.

I

eUmit' the number of your sex partners to f80UCII.JZ;

Bv SARAH

exposure to all STDs.
~se latex condoms consistently and correctly for

aH types of sexual penetration

.Use spermicide with condoms for additional
protection during vaginal intercourse
•Talk with your partner(s). Careful consideration
and open communication between partners may
protect all involved from infection.

regular check-ups at least once a ~If
are sexually active

Students, faculty
plan concerts

jennifer Potter/Assistant College life Editor

MSU students and faculty will present a woodwind
chamber music concert
today at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall of the
newly-renovated Fine Arts
Building. The concert is
free and the public is
encourages to attend.
The MSU jazz bands will
also present a concert at
Lovett Auditorium on
Monday at 8 p.m. Murray
State University jazz Band
II will also be featured. The
concert is free.

JJaft!fjltdJtnA of

college women who could remember the first and
names of everyone they had sex with: 82%
..,.._,r.h:lnA of college men who could: 55~

..,.~.m.:~.nA

Pnrtlivl

Black earns Smith
music lectureship

of college students who have tried oral sex:

.,.,......,.1

()f students who said they had engaged In oral sex,...,.....,.

ftll•llf

,nnr tt••, Almost 3/4
1

Nul~lr(lf coJiege

students in steady relationships who tun~A'ti-'-'LI
4 In 10
PerOenlllge ol college daters who have sex without a condorl't:

Randall Black, associate
professor of music, has
been selected as the first
recipient of the "Ethel
Closson
Smith Vocal
Artist/Teacher Lectureship" at Indiana State University in Terre Hate, Ind.

Wittl""ut a,conctom;

""

Percentage of coli~ men who rate their chanCal of gebrng
AIDS as "not likely" or "barely likelY': 63%
PerCentage of college women Who do: 79%
P$rC8ntaQe of college men who have been te8tec:f for HIV: 38%
Percentage of college women who have: 3ft.
fScllli'O~

Volunteers needed
The campus Volunteer
Center is searching for
volunteers. Easter Seals
needs volunteers on Saturday to help rebuild the
Easter Seals playground in
Paducah from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m ..
The YMCA needs volunteers on Saturday from 6
to I0 p.m. to help with
Parents' Night Out.
The Red Cross needs
volunteers interested in
helping with a community
wide emergency plan
exercise. They need volunteers to be victims.
Anyone interested in
these or other volunteer
opportunities call Lindy
Beemer at 762-6117 or
762-3808.
Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff

because they have scarred
case we are required to do an
their reproductive organs."
STD interview by the state,"
STDs can also increase your
Lyle said. "It is a very lengthy
I know a lot of people who
chances of contracting other
interview and it asks a lot of
mess around a lot more than I
infections because they weakpersonal questions. It is surdo. How come 1 got caught?
en your immune system. In
prising how many people canThis is a common reaction
fact, STDs such as herpes signot answer the questions."
among people who never
nificantly increase your
She added, "You are having
thought they would contract a
chances of contracting HIV
sex with someone you don't
sexually transbecause of the
even know.
mitted disease.
.--::=-=~~---=--....,..,.-..., lesions, caused by
"They want to know where
However, these
the disease.
they got it and how long
people are not as
There are prethey've had it and many times
alone as they
cautions that can
we can't tell them," said Bridmight think. At
be taken to avoid
get Stuart, staff nurse/disease
least one in four
contracting STDs.
intervention coordinator for
Americans will
"Abstinence is
Health Services.
fall victim to a
the only thing
Despite the possibility of
STD.
that is 100 perembarrassment, diagnosis and
Though there
cent," Lyle said.
treatment are crucial.
'
are more that 25
"Anyone who is
"Some people ~void seeking
diseases spread
not abstaining
diagnosis because of embarthrough sexual
should use a conrassment, but it is better to
contact, some
American Colege Health
dom every single
seek
help than to go on damAssociation
are more comtime. If a condom
aging your body," Lyle said.
mon than others. '----------~ is used correctly
For many the emotional conJudy Lyle, Health Educator
every time in combination
sequences
of STDs go deeper
and s'taff nurse for Student
with a spermicide you might
than
embarrassment.
Health Services said she sees
get a 97 percent efl'ectivenes8
"It's sad you realize that it
many cases of Chlamydia, the
rate. When you add alcohol or
will
effect you the rest of your
number one STD on college
other drugs the chance of prolife,"
Stuart said. "It's like an
campuses nationwide. Genital
tection being used and used
emotional
kick in the stomach.
warts and herpes are also fair- correctly lesson significantly."
I
had
one
girl
say to me if she
ly common, she added.
Lyle estimates that in 50
passed
on
mono
it wouldn't be
Anyone who has vaginal,
percent of the STD cases she
nearly
as
bad
but
passing on a
oral or anal sex can contract
has seen some form of protecdisease
obtained
from
interan STD.
·
tion was used.
·
..-=------:----.
course
just
seems
so
Some STDs are treatable but Approximately 70
much
dirtier.
There
not curable and their effects
percent of the peois definitely a stigma
can last a lifetime. They can
pie she has seen
there."
cause blindness, cancers, heart have used protecNot all STDs
disease and some can be life
tion but not consishave signs or sympthreatening. In addition, STDs tently.
toms, so Lyle advises
are to blame for 100,000 to
"It's kind of like
anyone
concerned
150,000 Am~rican women
playing Russian
'--------..J
with
STDs
to seek
become infertile each year.
roulette," she said.
help.
Health
services
offers
"The worst thing about STDs • "The more partners you have
free
testing
for
Gonorrhea,
is the potential they have of
the more you expose yourself
chlamydia, syphilis and herbeing life threatening," Lyle
and the more likely you are to
pes. rt does not offer HN testsaid. "If you get one there is a
get one."
ing but can refer students elsegood chance you can get HlV
Anyone diagnosed with an
where.
or Hepatitis. rt is also really
STD will face some questions
For more information on
sad for people who are wantithat may be embarrassing or
STDs
you can call the STD
ng a child and they ruined
difficult to answer.
their chance of having a child
"Anytime there is an STD
hotline 1-800-227-8922.
WIGHT

COUIGf LIFE EDITOR

Playboy's Sex Survey I Details I American HMIIt ~
8nd Centers for
Jon lowry/Graphics Manager

What Are the Common STDs?
Any of these STDs can be transmitted through sexual contact (including vaginal and anal intercourse and
oral-genital contact) .with an infected partner who may or may not have symptoms.
What are the signs?

How is it treated?

Possible problems

CHLAMYDIA

About 75% of infected people have no symp·
toms. However, there may be mild mucus-like
discharge from the genitals or stinging when
urinating.

Infected persons and their sexual partners must
be tested and treated with antibiotics.

Painful infections of the reproductive organs that
may lead to infertility on both men and women.

HPV INFECTION
(Including
Genital Warts)

Warts are painless growths around the genitals
in men and women, some warts are invisible.
Infected people who don't have symptoms are
still contagious.

For warts: cryotherapy, laser, or chemical treatment. women must have regular, follow-up Pap
smears to check for recurrences.

Some cell changes, especially on the cervix can be
precancerous. Recurrences are possible.

GENITAL HERPES

Sores around genitals or anus, often with small
painful blisters. Some people have no symptoms but are still infected and contagious.

Infected persons should avo•d intimate sexual
contact wh1le sores persist. Acyclovir capsules or
ointment may be helpful but will not cure herpes.

May contribute to cervical cancer and be transmit·
ted to infants during childbirth.

GONORRHEA

Men may have a creamy pus-like penile discharge and pain when urinating or have no
symptoms. Women may have vaginal discharge and pain when urinating, but often have
no symptoms.

Infected persons and their sexual partners must
be tested and treated with antibiotics.

If untreated, can cause arthritis, dermatitis, heart
problems, and reproductive problems in both men
and women . Can be transmitted to infants at birth.

SYPHILIS

Patnless ulcer (chancre) at point of contact,
usually p~nile shaft, around vaginal opening, or
anus. Secondary stage may include a rash.
swollen lymph nodes.

Infected persons and their sexual partners mu~t
be tested and treated with antibiotics.

If untreated, may affect brain, heart, pregnancies,
or even be fatal.

HIV INFECTION
AND AIDS

Most people infected wtth HIV may show no
symptoms for many yhrs but are still able to
transmit the virus.

New medicines may slow down the course of
HIV infection and prevent many complications. If
you are concerned, consult a health counselor or
clinician about HIV antibody testing.

HIV causes a spectrum of conditions from mild
symptoms to severe immune deficiency state
(AIDS): people with AIDS expenence unusual, lifethreatentng infections, cancer, and neurological
problems.

Source: American College Health Association
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Not to be forgotten

WeekAbeacl

'Doc' hands over reins
BY DENISE HIGGINS
STAff WRITER

Within the department of
journalism and mass communication, he goes by the name
'Doc.' He is an adviser, teacher
and for 23 years has served as
the chair of the department.
He is Robert llflcGaughey Ill.
Now, as the end of this
school year approaches, so
does the end of McGaughey's
tenure as JMC chair.
As a 1965 graduate of Murray State with a bachelor of
arts, he never pictured himself
as a teacher. He was in the
U.S. Army and dreamed of
working in advertising.
After his stint in the ~y,
McGaughey returned to MSU
and became the first student
to earn his master's in public
relations. A vacancy in the
,JMU department allowed for
his entrance in tc the teaching
profession before even earning
his master'A degree.
After L.J. Hortin retired a s
department chair in 1974,
l ]niversity President Constan·
tine Curris offered the position
to McGaughey. At lhe age of
31, he became the youngest
department chair in Kentucky.
The JMC department currently has 340 majors and 40
graduate students, but it did
not start out that way. When
McGaughey took over, it was
merely titled the department
of journalism. However, he led
the faculty committee that
developed the major, minor,
and master's emphasis in

April lS, 1997

radio and television in 1975.
ln 1986, the advertising and
public relations f';equences
became majors and McGaughey also helped develop four
new courses.
With the help of Bill Seale,
retired chairman in the
department of management
and marketing, he developed
the interdepartmental minor
in advertising in 1986. The
next year, the department
received full accreditation.
Faculty members in the
department understand
McGaughey's contributions.
Ann Landini, associate professor in the J:\1C dcpart'ment,
first met McGaughey in 1973.
"I c<1me here in 1985, and
he's provided a lot of support
for all htR l:icult.y members,"
she said. "It has been a fun
place to work with Doc as
chair. He'ti an excel1ent admin-

istrator and he knows how to
provide leade rship for the
department, while at the same
time he evokes a bit of h umor
into what otherwise could be a
tedious chore.n
Celia Wall, associate professor in the JMC department,
said that McGaughey is one of
the best sources of public relations this department has.
"It has provided a level of
continuity that most programs
do not have," she said.
She added, "He put a lot in
to the department, and he's
got a lot out of it. In one sense,
this depa rtment is an extension of his fam ily."
Students from the department also appreciate
McGaughey's achievements.
"He has a real good sense of
humor ," said Br andon Houser,
senior from Grand Chain, llJ.
"He has a way of getting

through to the students. He's
probably one of the nicest
teachers you'll ever meet. He's
said it before, 'It's all for the
kids.' He really does care
becauge he's really a nice guy."
"He's definitely one of the
most helpful people on campus," said Maria Tsataros,
senior from Jacksonville, Fla.
"He's kind of the dad of the
department. He takes t he
freshman in and helps them
get settled. Of course I was
upset to hear that he was
stepping down, but I was
excited that he was still going
to be with t he department."
Former students have been
in fluenced by his work as well.
Jerry Bayne was one of
McGaughey's students and is
now an instructor of journal·
ism and coordinator of community service at Wabash Valley
College in Mt. Carmel, Ill.
''It was an honor to have
studied under him at Murray
State University,.. he said.
"I'm indebted to him for what
he taught me. I try to be a
teacher in the mold of Doc, but
I know that is impossible."
Though McGaughey is stepping down as department
chair , he will still teach classes at the Univer sity and
advise .JMC students.
He said the secret to his
long-term success is simple.
"If you're going to be a success, there arc two things you
have to do," McGaughey said.
"First of all, take time to listen. Secondly, never, ever lose
your sense of humor."

Friday, April 25

•

•Movie - Final Friday movie, "101 Dalmatians", 6:30 and 8:20p.m.,
Curris Center Theater, free admission
•Comedy - Bill Engvall in concert, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium, tickets available in SGA office
•Recital - Senior Recital by Martha Saywell Carson, piano, 8 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall
•Concert - MSU Woodwind Chamber Ensemble, 6:30 p.m., Performing Arts Hall

Saturday, April 26
•Festival - 20th Century Keyboard Festival, Farrell Recital Hall, 1
p.m.
•Track - MSU hosts the Murray State Twilight, 762-3240
•ACT - Prep course for exam, 9 a.m . to noon, 762-2160 to register
•Meeting - Area Collegiate Chemistry meeting, 8 a.m . to 3 p.m.,
Curris Center, $6 per person, 762-3044
-RC - Springer-Franklin King's Island Trip, 762-3585

Sunday, April 27
•Workshop - Woods Walk and Medicinal Workshop, Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. daily
•Recital - Guest Artist recital by Ted Jahn, clarinet, 2 p.m., Per·
forming Arts Hall
-concert - MSU Chorale Collage Performance, 3:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium

Monday, April 28
•Meeting - Young Republicans, 4:30p.m., Ohio Room Currls Center
-concert - MSU Jazz Band I and II performance, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium

Tuesday, April 29
-concert - E.A.R.S. Student Composer Concert performance, 8
p.m ., Performing Arts Hall
•Breakfast - Senior Breakfast, 8 a.m., Currls Center Ballroom
•Line Dancing - Country Line Dancing, 7 to10 p.m., Long John Silvers

Wednesday, April 30
-concert - MSU Chamber Singers performance, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall
•Meeting - Chi Alpha Bible study, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater
•Lecture - Edward James Olmos lecture "We're All in the Same
Gang", 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom, free

Thursday, May 1
•Meeting - Alcoholics Anonymous - 6:30 to 8 p.m., Ohio Room,
Curris Center. Free coffee
•Recital - Junior Recital by J . Bryan Heath, trombone, with Vicki
King, accompanist, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall
-concert - 16th Annual Dance Concert, Johnson Theater, 7 p.m.
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Wilson foresees bright
future for Greeks, I FC

Hard at .W ork

H EATHER M ARIE MARTIN

Jeff Wilson:

STAFF WRITER

Junior from Fancy
Farm is the has just
been elected president of the lnter-Fra·
temity Council and
hopes to improve
Greek relations.

The newly elected Inter-Fraternity
Council president, Jeff Wilson, is
busy these days. He has many
changes and goals he hopes to
implement this coming year for the
fraternities.
After succeeding Shawn Smee as
IFC president, Wilson is currently
summarizing the constitution and
by-laws of the council to bring them
up to date. He hopes the project will
be finished by the end of the semester.
"The bylaws are extremely outdated," he said. "They have not been
revised since Alpha Sigma Phi came
in, which was several years ago. The
revisions will allow us to begin
working on a level playing field ne>."t
fall."
Wilson's goals for next year consist of having a more successful rush
by bringing the fraternities closer
together and working more closely
with the Panhellenic Council.

understand the need for increasing
the number of members in the
Greek system.
"The new guys are the future of
the Greek system at Murray State,"
he said.
Wilson is currently serving as
Alpha Gamma Rho judicial board
chairman. He said this post has
developed his skills in consistency
and taught him to take greater
responsibility.

"We are proposing changes to
encourage fraternities to work
together to promote rush as a whole
and not just their particular fraternity," he said. "The men can do that
during their individual rush events,
but we want the rushees to see that
Gr~ks are a whole system."

"It made me more open-minded
toward fraternity problems a nd
solutions," he said. "I have also
learned to be consistent. I will not
sway my vote to show favoritism
toward any frtlternity name."

"I want to have a general attitude
between the Greek systems," Wilson
added.

To become IFC president the
member must apply and go through
an interview process. After this,
each candidate gives a spcich on the
goals and plans they want to accomplish if elected.

• Last year be was in charge of
recruitment for his fraternity, Alpha
Gamma Rho. Wilson also served as
IFC representative for his fraternity.
Wilson added that his experience
as rush chairman has helped him

Each fraternity is allowed two
votes and the candidate with the
most votes wins.

Debates start new RC forum
BY NATALIE PEEK
STAFF W RITER

Another new campus activity is on
the rise.

Chri~

Weatherly/Staff

Stude nts work o n the co mputers In the Currls Center Wednesday
afternoon. The comp uters a re commonly used by students who are
logge d on t o the free e-mail function provide d by the University.

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

~~~~=~MIOII!Biiii:@=~~ I

Stalls Auto Repair
& Auto Sales

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dorms
Monday-saturday 10 a.rn.-6 p.m.

753-0113

Your ALPINE • CLARION • ROCKFORD FOSGATE
Car Stereo Specialist-Custom Installation

clarion ~ /UHA..PN:
$2 off any Compact Disc
$1 off any Cassette Tape

In addition to many other activi·
ties being implemented as part of
the residential college system,
debate societies are now being
formed to "promote healthy competition and discussion about issues that
affect students and surrounding
communities," said Crystal Coel,
director of speech and debate and
instructor in the department of

speech communication and theater.
Coel and graduate assistant Jennifer Haas began this project by
attending a residential college general meeting. They handed out signup sheets to the representatives
from the colleges, who in tum took
the information back to their respective colleges.
The first RC debate will be held
April 28 in the Curris Center Auditorium at 7 p.m. between Elizabeth
College and White College and is
open to anyone who is interested.
The debate topic concerns a cam-

• major & minor engine repairs
• brake work • electric work
• a/c recharging and change over
from R12 to 134 A system
• used car lot includes foreign and domestic cars
•10% discount w I MSU ID for an oil change
~
l arry Stalls, Owner
~
~
1080 St. Rt. 94E
~
753-9261 or 759-5235

~~~

r

pus-wide 24-h our visitation policy.
Th e winner will be determined by
audience vote.
A plaque will be awarded to the
winning team, a gesture Coel
believes will help build pride among
the residential community.
The debate societies are planning
to have two to three debates per
semester, rotating so that each col- ·
lege has a turn.
Coel said it is not too late for
interested parties to get involved
with the debate societies. For more
information, contact Coel at ~67.

Congratulations
Riann Aldrich,
Elizabeth Blankenship
and Shannon Walker
on being initiated
into Phi Eta Sigma

li
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Eyecare Specialties

~~~

Coupon good towards purchase of regular priced merchandise only, not
valid with single or used products. ol.her soccials, discounts or offers.

Expires May 10

308 South 12th Street 759-2500

I'III'III:.WnTin

•ttoes not inc I~ profcasiMal fees. dtspo3ahlclfrequenl replacernenl contacl$, oc other discounts.
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Sara 'Fitts
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'Paulette <Lohman

~· «Rgberts
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Murray State University Commencement
Date: Saturday, May 10
Location: Racer Arena
Ceremony Time: 10 a.m.
Student Line Up: 9 a.m., Cutchin Field
Reception: Immediately following ceremony Cutchin Field

Rain Plan:
Student Ll~e Up: 9_a.m. Carr Health Building
Receptlo~. Immedtately following ceremony
.
.
Curns Center Ballroom (Third floor)
Mee~Wtth candidates for degrees to review ceremony procedures
ednesday, May 7, at 12:30 p.m., in Lovett Auditorium
'

Sara 'Fitts
Sarah 'Wight
3\JDY 'Wilbanks

'RYan "oore
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Books tells of bike trek
Bv SHELLEY

STREET

STAFF WRITER

David Wooten was a successful executive with the Pepsi-Cola Company when
he quit his job in his early 30s and set out
with his wife to live a dream.
Wooten and his wife, Susan, took a 14month hiatus to bicycle and backpack
around the globe. They visited 30 countries along the way and took a 4, 705-mile
coast-to-coast trip across the United
States as part of their journey.
"Once I started on the bike, I never
looked back for a second until we got back
a year and a half later," Wooten said.
Following the trip, Wooten took a job
with HT marketing and now resides in
Murray. He recently released a written
account of the trip in We're Outta Here!
How to Plan and Take the Trip of Your
Dreams. The book is on sale now at several Murray businesses including the University Bookstore.
•
Wooten said his book would be appropriate as a graduation gift because of its
title and message.
''You just can't wake up one day at age
32 with no money and take a trip like
that," he said.
We're Outta Here! promises to teach

"Once I started on the
bike, I never looked
backfor a second until
we got back a year and
a half later. "
-DAVTD WOOTEN, 1\lm!OR

readers how to "sleep comfortably (most
of the time), eat well, buy gifts for the
entire family, fly on major airlines and
stay busy from sunup to sundown for
$100 per day for two people."
Wooten got the idea for the bike trip
across America while he was still in college, attending an exchange program in
Northern California. However, when the
trip became plausible, years later, Wooten
decided it "didn't make much sense" to
give up his job in order to take a trip for
only three months. That's when he decided to go global, living out of a backpack
for 10 additional months.
"I could have probably kept going for
longer, but Susan was ready to come
home, and we'd spent as much money as
we'd wanted to spend," he said.

Wooten said it took about five years,
working intermittently, to complete the
book.
''During the trip I just decided that t his
was probably going to be as good a thing
as I would ever ha ve to write a bout, or at
least a good first thing to write a bout," he
said.
Both of the Wootens kept diaries every
day of their journey. Those entries helped
later with the book's format ion.
Wooten said that the adven ture has
inspired other people to take voyages of
their own.
"I think it touches people," he said.
Wooten said a Nashville, Tenn., talk
show, ..Talk of the Town," which featured
Wooten and his wife as guests for a day
soon after returning from their trip
sparked viewer interest. Three or four
people took their own trips of up to a year
after talking to the Wootens.
"We showed people t hat it can be done
and if it's something you want to do, it's
not out of the qu estion a t all," he said.
Wooten will host a book signings at The
University Bookstore on April 30 from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and CR Books in
Murray Saturday, May 3 from 1 to 3 p.m.

Olmos to speak at Murray State
Edward
a Golden Globe
james Olmos: for Best Support-

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF WRITER

Award winning

Edward James Olmos, respected
and award-winning actor, is coming
to Murray State April 30 to present
a program entitled ~e're All in the
Same Gang."
The presentation, which concerns
diversity, fami ly, pride in one's heritage and his role in restoring peace
after the Los Angeles riots, will take place
in the Curris Center and is free to the
public.
Olmos is best known for his Emmy-winning portrayal of Lt. Castillo in the television series "Miami Vice" and for winning

actor will speak
at Murray State
on Wednesday at
7:30 pm In the
Curris Center

ing Actor in
HBO's "Burning
Season."

He made his
directorial debut
Ballroom.
with the film
"America Me,"
about an Ameri·
can-Hispanic
family, and then produced "Lives in Hazard," a film about gang life in America.
Olmos travels the country speaking at
universities and recently finished filming
the movie "Selena," which details the life

of the late recording artist of the same
name.
"In fact, he will be flying here directly
from Mexico City, where he will have
attended a premiere for the film," said
Jeanie Morgan, adviser for the University
Center Board.
The actor is also known as a powerful
speaker.
"When we went to conference for the
National Association of Campus Activities, Olmos was the key-note speaker ,"
Morgan said, "He received a standing ovation from about 4,000 people. r t hought h e
was' a very inter esting a nd emotional
speaker:·.

Washers still

Two pageants
•
crown w1nners
BY NATALIE PEEK
STAFfWtma

Derrick Russell and Tameika
Hutcherson each distinguished
themselves recently as winners of
tl:ie Delta Dream and Miss Black
and GOld pageants, res~vely.
Russell, freshman mathematics
from Cadiz, was chosen as
the Delta Dream guy by Delta
Sigma Theta, a women's community service organization.
~or

He was chosen from a field of
five candidates.
The men were judged on variol18
qualities, sUCh as postur.e, crowd
appeal, neatneBB, origiJ)(llity of
appearance and articulation in
answering the question ~ed to
them during the pageant.

Courtesy

Tamelka

Hutchttnon

As the winner, Russell received takes her victory walk
a $100 scholarship, eash, plaque, doWn dMi runway after
and admission to all Delta events. belnJ crowned Miss
Blade and Gold.
He was not the· only one to
receive benefits from the p&geAAt. A table in the Curris Center during the event railf8Ci money for area flood victims.
•At first it was just fun," Ruseell said. "We just wanted to
help the flood victims and support the Deltas. I feel honored.•

Hutcherson, freshman socia1 work m$r from South Fulton, Tenn., won the Miss Black and Gold pageant, hosted by
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
Eleven contestants competed for the crown. They were
judged in a variety of categories including a creative and performing arts portion,
"Pm really excited, and I was very surprised;" Hutcherson
$Bid.

As Miss Black and Gold, Hutcherson earned a $500 scholarship, crown, trophy and will participate in campus activities such as Homecoming as a representative of Alpha Phi
Alpha.
She will also compete on the state level at Alpha Phi
Alpha'• ccmveotion.
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Bv SHELLEY
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David Wooten was a successful executive with the Pepsi-Cola Company when
he quit his job in his early 30s and set out
with his wife to live a dream.
Wooten and his wife, Susan, took a 14month hiatus to bicycle and backpack
around the globe. They visited 30 countries along the way and took a 4,705-mile
coast-to-coast trip across the United
States as part of their journey.
"Once I started on the bike, I never
looked back for a second until we got back
a year and a half later," Wooten said.
Following the trip, Wooten took a job
with HT marketing and now resides in
Murray. He recently released a written
account of the trip in We're Outta Here!
How to Plan and Take the Trip of Your
Dreams. The book is on sale now at several Murray businesses including the University Bookstore.
•
Wooten said his book would be appropriate as a graduation gift because of its
title and message.
''You just can't wake up one day at age
32 with no money and take a trip like
that." he said.
We're Outta Here! promises to teach

uonce I started on the
bike, I never looked
back for a second until
we got back a year and
a half later."
-DAVID WoOTEN, AlJilJOR

readers how to "sleep comfortably (most
of the time), eat well, buy gifts for the
entire family, fly on major airlines and
stay busy from sunup to sundown for
$100 per day for two people."
Wooten got the idea for the bike trip
across America while he was still in college, attending an exchange program in
Northern California. However, when the
trip became plausible, years later, Wooten
decided it "didn't make much sense" to
give up his job in order to take a trip for
only three months. That's when he decided to go global, living out of a backpack
for 10 additional months.
"I could have probably kept going for
longer, but Susan was ready to come
home, and we'd spent as much money as
we'd wanted to spend," he said.

Wooten said it took about five years,
working intermittently, to complete the
book .
"During the trip I just decided that this
was probably going to be as good a thing
as I would ever h ave to write about, or at
least a good first thing to write about," he
said.
Both of the Wootens kept diaries every
day of their journey. Those entries helped
later with the book's formation .
Wooten said that the adventure h as
inspired other people to take voyages of
their own.
"I think it touches people," h e said.
Wooten said a Nashville, Tenn., talk
show, "Talk of the Town ," which featured
Wooten and his wife as guests for a day
soon after returning from their trip
sparked viewer interest. Three or four
people took their own trips of up to a year
after talking to the Wootens.
"We showed people that it can be done
and if it's something you want to do, it's
not out of the question at all," he said.
Wooten will host a book signings at The
University Bookstore on April 30 from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and CR Books in
Murray Saturday, May 3 from 1 to 3 p.m.

Olmos to speak at Murray State
a Golden Globe

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

Edward

STAFF WIIITER

James Olmos: for Best Support-

Edward James Olmos, respected
and award-winning actor, is coming
to Murray State April 30 to present
a program entitled "We're All in the
Same Gang."
The presentation, which concerns
diversity, family, pride in one's heritage and his role in restoring peace
after the Los Angeles riots, will take place
in the Curris Center and is free to the
public.
Olmos is best known for his Emmy-winning portrayal of Lt. Castillo in the television series "Miami Vice" and for winning

Award winning
actor will speak
at Murray State
on Wednesday at
7:30 pm in the
Currls Center
Ballroom.

ing Actor in
HBO's "Burning
Season."

He made his
directorial debut
with the fUm
"America Me,"
about an American-Hispanic
family, and then produced "Lives in Haz·
ard," a film about gang life in America.
Olmos travels the country speaking at
universities and recently finished filming
the movie "Selena," which details the life

of the late recording artist of the same
name.
"In fact, he will be flying her e directly
from Mexico City, where he will have
attended a premiere for the film," said
Jeanie Morgan, adviser for the University
Center Board.
The actor is also known as a powerful
speaker.
"When we went to conference for the
National Association of Campus Activities, Olmos was the key-note speaker,"
Morgan said, "He received a standing ovation from about 4,000 people. I thought he
was' a very interesting and emotional
speaker.".

Washers still

Two pageants
•
crown w1nners
Bv NATALIE Pmc
STAff WRITEI

Derrick Russell and Tiuneika
Hutcherson each distinguished
themselves recently as winners of
the Delta Dream and Mise Black
and Gi)ld pageants, Tetlpeetively.
Russell, freshman mathematics
mf\jor from Cadiz, was choeen as
the Delta Dream guy by Delta
Sigma Theta, a women's community service organization.
He was chosen from a field of
five candidates.
The men were ju~ on varioas
qualities, such as posture, crowd
appeal, neatness, originality of
appearance and articulation in
answering the question posed to
them during the pageant.

LUtC.I"""> V Photo
Tamellca Hutcbenon
As the winner, Russell received takes her victory walk
a $100 scholarship, sash, plaque, down the rurJWaY after
and admission oo all Delta events. bein1 crowned Miss
Black and Gold.
He was not the· pnly one t.o
receive benefits from the pageant. A table in the Cunis Center during the event raised :money for area flood victims.

•At first it was just fun,• Ruasell said. "We just wanted to
help the flood victims and support the Deltas. I feel honored."
Hutcherson, freshman social work mf\ior from Sout h Fuloon, Tenn., won the Miss Black and Gi)ld pageant, h osted by
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
Eleven contestants competed for the crown. They were
judged in a variety of categories including a creative and per·
forming arts portion.
"I'm really excited, and I was very surprised," HutchersOn
said.
AB Miss Black and Gold, Hutcherson earned 8 $500 scholarship, crown, trophy and will participate in campus activities such 8 1!1 Homecoming as a representative of Alpha Phi
Alpha.

She will also compete on the state level at Alpha Phi
Alpha's COiDVention.
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SportsJJ1·iejs
Mustangs face
final spring game
The Murray State Mustangs rugby team will travel to Memphis, Tenn., Saturday for their final game
of the spring. The game
begins at I p.m.

Lady golfers tops in OVC
-Golf: For the first time in their
four years of competition, the
MSU Lady Racers are the champions of the Ohio Valley Conference.
BY TONY SMITH

'Brads take to road
for next four games
The Murray State Breds
will take on UT-Martin in
Martin, Tenn., . Saturday
and Sunday. Both games
start at I p.m. The 'Breds
then travel to Arkansas
State on April29, and then
go to Memphis for a game
April 30.

Track team hosts
track invitational
The Murray State track
and field team will hold its
annual Twilight Invitational
on the Gage Track in Roy
Stewart Stadium. The field
events commence at 2:30
p.m. with the running
events beginning at 4 p.m.

REPORTER

In only their forth year of competitive
play, the five-person squad won decid-

Coach Velvet Milkman, the 1997 OVC
Coach of the Year, attributed the team's

Bv EDDIE GRANT
SPOmfono•
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For college athletes, it ie the stuff that
dreams are made of- a Chance to play
their sport on a professional level For
five Murray Stat& football players those
dreams may turn into reality this fall.
Racer quarterback Mike Cherry
was selected in the sixth round of
last weekend's NFL draft by the
New York Giants, while defensive
lineman Mathias Vavao, running back. David McCann, running back • Donald Hitson and
wide receiver Jesee Jones have
each received interest from other
teamt as free-agent signees.
Cherry, senior from Texarkana,
Ark., was th.e 17.1st pick in the draft.
Giants bead Co8Ch Jim F&.a.;J told
ESPN'a Mike Ti.rico that the Giants
were not planning to draft a quarterback. but that Cherry W88 affordable
and available, so th&y took him.
Vavao was signed by the
Atlanta Falcons soon after the
drat\ was over.
"I watched the entire draft from
my J:OOm;" said Vavao, senior from
Newart, Calif. '"The Falcons had
called me and told me that it
looked good for me to be drafted in
the seventh round, but that didn't
happen."
He said he felt a little discouraged, but the feeling didn't last
long.
"I went down to get aomething
to eat and when Iaot back to my
room there was a me~ on
my answering machine and it
was themt Vavao said.
The FalcQna were not
the firat team to contact
him, he a dded. The New
York Giants asked him to
fly to New York for a mini~p. H he
agi'eed, after the mini-camp he might

j

Mike Cherry,
Women's Golf team

XI an!l :JaMSU\f

Senior Connie Steely was pleased
that her coach was recognized for her
accomplishments.

"They'll have great leadership,"
Steely said. "I think they win it (the
OVC Championship) again."

Three Racer teammates sign free-agent contracts

Most Va]uable

This week a governmental by-law was passed that
intends to improve equality between men and
women in collegiate athletics. What is this by-law
known as?

"I think it's great and rm happy for
her,"
she said.
" We all played well.
Though excited about the victory, the
We didn't have a key team
is already looking ahead next seaplayer all year."
son.
Steely, the only remaining member of
-VELVET MILKMAN
the first-ever Murray State women's
WoMEN'S GOLf' HEAD COACH
golf team, is the only graduating senior.
The team looks poised for another
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - successful season with Stevenson,
McLeary, Widman, Daag and sophosuccessful play to consistency.
more Melanie Kopperud returning as
"We all played well," she said. "We well as Tina Marshal, a recently-signed
didn't have a key player all year."
recruit from Franklin County.

Cherry picked by Giants

The MSU lady Racers
basketball team announced
the signing of Willie May
Lindsey of Hollandale,
Miss.
Lindsey averaged 19.1
points per game and 12. 1
rebounds. The 6'0" center
shot 61 percent from the
free throw line, and shot
55 percent from the field
at Coahoma Junior College in Clarksdale, Miss.
Lady Racer head coach
Eddie Fields said he signed
Lindsey to help fill the hole
left by All-Conference
Standout Stephanie Minor.

NCAA Athletics

Junior Brandi Stevenson led the
charge with a third-place finish after
shooting 237. Mikki McLeary came in
forth-place with a 239, followed by Jes·
sica Widman (242), who captured fifthplace, and a sixth-place effort from
Jenny Daag (243).
Eastern Kentucky University captured second with a score of 975, followed by Tennessee Tech (1020) and
Eastern Illinois (1156).

Lady Racers add
lindsey t o roster

Sports T'r ivia

edly with a 14-stroke lead over secondplace finisher Eastern Kentucky with a
three-day score of 961.

No one could stop the Murray State
women's golf team this weekend as they
captured the team's first-ever OVC
championship at the Eagle Creek
Resort Golf Course in Charleston, Ill.

.

Racer Quarterback Mike
Cherry and the Murr~y
State women's golf team
members are the Racers
of the Week.
Cherry was the only
Murray State Racer selected in this year's NFL draft.
He was taken by the
New York Giants as their
I 71 st pick in the sixth
round.
The Murray State women's golf team, brought the
Ohio Valley Conference
Championship back to
Murray for the first time
ever with a 14-stroke victory over its nearest competitor, Eastern Kentucky
University.
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h ave been offered a contract. However,
the Falcons tendered a non-conditional
contract offer.
McCann, senior from Elizabethtown,
Texas, was signed by the Pittsburgh
Steelers. His story is similar to
Vavao's. McCann eaid that when he got
to his room on Monday there were two
messages on his answering machine
from the Steelers, and when he got to
Stewart Stadium to return the calJa,
there was a message for him there u
well.
He said that he did not have a particular preference in tenna of Where he
wanted to play at the next level. but is
just happy to be on a team.
Interestingly, McCann noted that his
first pair of'rain boots as a child hadlhe
P,itts'bu.rgb $teelers logo on them.
MCCann feels his chances ()f mak:ina
the Steelers' roster i4 ~
'"I was surprised that 8Udi a ~ad
well-known team was interested in 'met"
he said. "'t hasn't really hit me yet, but
I am sure it will soon."
Hitson1 senior from Valdosta Ga.,
signed with the St. Louis Rams on Mon~
day. Like his R.$eer teammatea, the
terms of his contract have not been
released, Hitson said he ia glad to be
part of the Rams organization.
"This is the team that I wanted to
play for," he said. "They flew me up
th~re to talk to them and I liked the
facilities and the family like atmoa·
phere they bad there.''
Hitson said he will probably vie for
the Rams' kickoff return Chotee and
eventually work into playing time at
running back.
Jones, senior from Greenville, Miai.,
will compete with Cherry for a apot on
the Giants' roster.
Each of the sip.ees will report to their
respective rookie campa this weekend.
Some will then continue weight training until the regu.lar pre-season camps
start near the end of May.

Donald Hitson
St Louis Rams '

-

Dauld McCann
PU:tsburgh Sleelers

Math ias Vauao
Atlanta Falcons

Lemieux's retirement marks end of era
This week marks the end of
an era in the Nat ional Hockey
League. Most of you may not
know or even care, but those of
you who do follow the sport
may know what I am talking
about.
Once the Pittsburgh Penguins end their season. one of
their star attractions , Mario
Lemieux is hanging up his
~;kates for good.
Most people in this part of
the country do not know or care
who he is, but I do. Therefore, I
am taking this opportunity to
fill you in about the man that
is, was, and always will be the
true "Super Mario."
He was born in Montreal,
Quebec on Oct. 5, 1965. He was
the Penguins first draft pick in
the frrst round in 1984.
The first example of just how
good he is came in the first pro·
fessional game he ever played.

feat by any measure.
In his 12 years as a Penguin
he helped guide a once-losing
team to back-to-hack Stanley
Cup titles. Along the way he
has picked up three MVP
EDDIE
awards,
five league leading
GRANT
scorer awards, and two playoff
MVP trophies as well as
numerous other awards.
Aside from these honors, he
The date was Oct. 11, 1984. is number one in career scoring
The Penguins were in Boston, percentage at .842. He is
laking on the Bruins. Mario ranked ninth on the all time
took to the ice and suddenly goal list. His 1.029 assists per
found himself with the puck.
game average is the secondHe skated around defenders best mark ever. Additionally,
to where it was just him and he is ranked 17th on the allBruins goalie Pete Peeters. He time assist tally list.
took a shot and slid the puck
Mario Lemieux also has the
through the only hole the goalie respect of his peers. Wayne
left open.
Gretzky has even caid that
In other words he had scored Mario is the best player ever. I
his first goal in the frrst game would tend to agree. Though I
he ever played as a pro, on his never got to see him play in
first shot in his first five min- person, and now never will, I
utes on the ice - an amazing must say that he is the best

Sports
Ta/11.
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I read in an interview that he
ever. But not for just the reathat he wants to be
gave
~ons above.
remembered
for just one thing.
In 1992, Mario announced to
He
wants
to
be
remembered for
the world that he was suffering
from Hodgkin's Disease. The taking a losing team to the
amazing thing about Lemieux championship not once, but
is that after receiving his first twice. Well Mario, I have a feelradiation treatments,
he ing that you wiJI be rememplayed and scored a goal in the bered for much more than that.
It is safe to say that number
game on the same night, an
event that repeated itself many 66 made the Pittsburgh Penguins the continuing powertimes over.
Once he was cancer free, he house that they still are today.
He helped turn what was just
had a herniated disc removed
once
a football town into a
from his back and only played
to.wn as well.
hockey
in 60 games. Despite this he
He is the definition of sportsstill was second in the league in
assists, and fourth in goals. It man in every sense of the word
seemed that he was in fact a and he is a positive role model
for many kids.
"Superman."
I was lucky enough to get his
Earlier this
year he
autograph,
on a plaque from
announced that this season
my
brother,
and I hope to get a
would be his last due to continuing back proOJems. A collec- jersey bearing his number.
tive, but understandable, sigh These things will be part of a
was heard from Penguins fans man's legacy that will never be
forgotten.
and hockey fans in general.
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Tennis squad finishes last
I

•Tennis: The MSU men's tennis
team finished its season with a seventh-place finish in the conference
tournament.
BY GREG STARK
ASSISTANT SPORtS EDITOR

The Murray State men's tennis team fmished last in the OVC championships after
starting out the tournament as a sixth
seed.
In the first round, the Racers were
trounced 4-0 by the Tennessee-Martin
Skyhawks.
The team of Mark Sutton/Richard
Watkins defeated Chris Hayden/Eric
Gressman 8-3, and the team of Tiago Tregansin!Klas Brunskog of the Skyhawks
defeated Raoul Bax/Tony Hardman 8-6,
giving Tennessee~Martin the doubles
point.

The UTM singles players then made
quick work of the Racers.
In the matchup of number one seeds.
Sutton defeated Hayden 6-2, 6-4, with five
seed Fabian Gonzalez defeating Brandon
Cummins 6-3, 6-0. Finishing off the task
for the Skyhawks was sixth seed Shane
Carroll, who defeated Chns Allen 6-4, 6-0.
Although they played a closer mateh
against Eastern lllinois, the Racers fell 4-

2.
The Panthers, in a theme that proved to
be the Racers' demise, won the doubles'
point with the team of Brad Cook/Chris
Jetton topping Hayden/Gressman 9-7 and
the team of Sargy Lethuchy/Joe Cantor
defeating Allen/Cummins 8-2.
The only bright spot for the Racers in
that category was the team of Bax/Hardman, who defeated Brian Landeweer/Mike
Jacob 8-5.
Number-one seed Cook defeated Hayden

in singles' action 7-5, 6-4, while Hardman
got by Jetton 6-4, 6-4. Landeweer defeated
Gressman 6-4, 6-1, while Bax though, handled Jacob 6-3, 6-0.
To polish off the victory for the Panthers,
Justin Miles defeated Allen 6-2, 6-0.
In what proved to be the last mateh of
the season for the Racer netters, the
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky defeated
MSU 4-2.
While the team of Bax/Hardman won
another doubles' match, the top and bottom teams lost again. Hayden/Gressman
lost 9-8 to Mike Hornback/Shaun Porter
and Allen/Cummins lost 8-2 to Alfie Cheung/Jeremy King.
Hayden defeated Porter 6-2, 7-5, while
Cheung defeated Hardman 6-3, 7-6 (8-6).
Gressman defeated Williams 6-3, 6-4,
before Eastern polished off the match with
victories by Hornback over Bax (6-3, 6-2),
and Sellars over Cummings (6-0, 6-4).

Women net third in · OVC tourney
-Tennis: The Murray
State women's tennis team
ended its spring campaign
with an overall record of
17-9.
BY REKA ASHLEY
REPORTER

Last weekend the Murray
State women's tennis team
brought a successful spring
season to a close as they took
to the courts OVC tournament
at Nashville, where they
brought home a third-place fmish .
The Lady Racers competed
against three of eight teams in
the conference and won their
first game on Friday against
Eastern Kentucky, 4-0.
This win pushed them into a

second-round contest which
they lost to Tennessee-Martin,
4-0. The Lady Racers then
came back against Tennessee
Tech in the third match and
claimed a 4-2 victory.
Head coach Connie Keasling
said the toughest competition
the team encountered was from
Tennessee-Tech.
"As a team, one of the biggest
hurdles we faced was defeating
a team that was experienced in
international play and had pre~
viously finished second in conference," Keasling said. "But
we beat Tennessee Tech not
only once, but twice."
Team members Brooke
Berryman and Martha Zimmer
both came away from the conference with All-OVC honors.
Keasling said that she was
impressed with her team's

effort and the improvements grew and learned with every
each of the players has made match," Keasling said. "We are
looking forward to being in the
since last season.
"This year the team really OVC tournament next year."
worked the ball and set up
The team members also
points in singles play," she expressed pride in the way the
said. "In the doubles matches group played at the OVC.
they used each other strengths
Martha Zimmer said the
to direct where they wanted team rose to the occasion at the
the ball to go."
OVC championships.
Overall, the tennis team fin"I think our team really
ished the season 17-9, and pulled together against Tenovercame numerous obstacles. nessee-Tech," she said. "We
"We only had our full line-up knew the opposing team was
for 11 out of 13 games as well strong down the line, but we
as having some players with could count on each other to
injuries, but we still managed step up and play well."
to do very well," Keasling said.
Keasling is enthusiastic
She said that she could not about the upcoming season.
ask for better players or be
"We had a great Spring seamore proud of the effort the son and fantastic players,
team gave.
these young people do the right
"We played the best tennis things and have great attiwe could play, as a team we tudes," she said.

Men's golfers take
fourth at tournament
-Golf: The Murray State
men's golf team finished
it's spring season in
Nashville last weekend.
BY HARRY ROWEN BASH
REPORTER

Jason Lancaster, the Murray State men's golf team's
lone senior, ended his career
with a bang placing seventh
out of 50 competitors in Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament competition Wednesday
with a score of 216. Lancaster, senior from Mayfield,
paced the team's fourth-place
effort.
The fact that this was Lancaster's last tournament help
motivate the rest of the team.
"We wanted to play well,"
said Brian Duckwall, junior
from Louisville, "We wanted
Lancaster to go out in style."
The golf team had struggled in its matches going into
the OVC tournament with
two last-place finishes and
one seventh in its past three
matches.

Mustangs go 1-2 at WKU
28-12

The Murray State Mustangs rugby squad tTaveled to
Bowling Green this past
weekend to participate in
Western Kentucky's Banshee
Tournament and returned on
Sunday after losing two
games and winning one.
On Saturday, the Mustangs
faced Southern Illinois in
their first game of the tourna-

Jan Wilson
~~~

April 25
SHOWING IN
CURRIS CENTER THEATER

1 Dalmatians
6•,30 p•m• 10ranimatedJ
101 Dalmatians
8•.20 p•m• rlive
actianJ

up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans. which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
901-644-9021

We appreelate aU ol
your bard wo.," a1
Chapter AdVIser!
e Love Yan-1

For MSU, Paul Darrel and
Akia Upchurch scored tries in
the losing effort. The Mustangs next faced Fort Campbell and were shut out by a
score of 45 -0.
On Sunday, Murray got
back on its horse, beating Illinois State 7-5. The Mustangs
will play the last game of the
spring Saturday at Memphis.

inal Friday

Under the Armys
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1.500, whichever amount is greater.

"TbankY.-a"
to

ment. SJU won the contest

STAFF R EPORT

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
would like to -~

However, the Racers rose to
the occasion for the surprising finish.
"Our players did a good job
at the tournament," said
coach Buddy Hewitt, "And a
special note goes out to Jason
Lancaster, who finished seventh, and Brian Duckwall,
who finished 14th."
The Racers played a dramatic game of comeback at
the tournament. After falling
into seventh place after the
first day of play, the team
managed to recover and gain
three places.
The team's focus was the
key to their success, according to Lancaster.
"'We never gave up," Lancaster said. "We got better as
the tournament went on."
Teammate Jason ,Jarvi,
freshman from Louisville,
•
concurred.
"This is the best we played
as a team all season," he said.
Other individual scores
included: JR Conkle, 226;
Jason Jarvi, 214; Rob
Bradley, 239 and Brian Duckwall, 218.

FREE TO MSU STUDENTS!

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE!
•
congratulations
to ~l:~'s
Founders Da AY#ard Recipients!

Now it~ even
harder to resist.

•

ou~s~andlng

New Melftber
Ashley Bucy • Lel8h Ann Slielton
ouc:sc:andln• senior
Leigh Ann 'Wooley
ouc:s~anding

Metnber
Renah Rushing

Best Big I Lll Sis GPA
Ann 'Wooley 1 Michelle Ross

Geta AI.-. Mac' fur554
when youbt7y aMySize Mea[
107 N. 12th SL

Most Improved GPA, Spring 1996
Li bby Baker
Most Jtnproved GPA, Fall t 996
Ka~hleen Robinson

•

Just l7uy any size drink and any 5IU fries and aBig Mac
Sandwich isjust 55f InaMy Size Me. I. Temptf119.lsn't it4'

if "'
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Back to 'Base'ics

-Track: The Murray State
track looks forward to
annual home Twilight
meet.
BY GREG STARK
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After finishing sixth in last
weekend's
OVC
championships, the Murray State
track team is looking toward
the second meet that they host
this year, the Twilight Invitational Saturday.
The best performers for the
Racers were Jason .McKinney,
who took :;econd in the 1500
meters, and Phyllis JackRon,
who finished third in the 100
meter hurdles.
For the Twilight meet, Brad
Mason, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., feels that conservation is key to the Racers' success.
"We're backing off from practice," he said. "We're taking it
easy so we can perform well."

File Photo

Members of the track team practice on the Gage Track which
will be the site of this weekend's Murray State Twilight Invitational meet to be held Saturday afternoon.

The Twilight event will feature several universities and
unattached runners. Austin
Peay, Western Kentucky,
Arkansas State, Belmont,
Southern Illinois, Vincennes
and the host Racers will
attend.
"This weekend's meet allows
our athletes to showcase their

favorite events," head coach
Bob Doty said. "It also gives
former track athletes the
opportunity to compete again,
against tough competition."
•
The meet's Field events will
begin at 2:30 p.m., and all of
the running event will follow at
4.p.m., and continue into the
night.

Toppers stomp 'Breds
Western struck first posting
four
runs in the second inning
The Murray State 'Breda
which
included two home
encountered problems against
rups,giving
them a 4·0 lead.
cross state rival Western Ken·
Murray
didn't score their
tucky onWednesday as they
first
run
until
the fourth
were defeated 13·3.
inning
when
aft.er
knocking a
The loss lowers Murray"
double
down
the
right field
below .500 overall and to a
Craig
Delk
crossed
home
line,
depressing 2·'7 against Ohio
plate
after.
a
sacrifice
fly
from
Valley Conference teams.
Donny
Kelly
got
Delk
tO
third,
The Toppers registered '8.
season high she home runs and Brad Burna lmed out to
against three members of the left field to bring Delk home.
When Western Kentucky
•Breds pitching staff.
returned
to the plate they
Ethan Crum was given the
added
five
more runs to their
loss making him 3-5 on the
lea~
bringing
the seore to 1-9
year thus for.
STAFF REPORT

at the after four.
The 'Breds bats would be
silent for two more innings
while the Hilltoppers would
add two runs in each of the
next two innings, to make the
score 13-1.
Murray's final two runs
would come in the seventh,
causing them to lose to Westernl3·3.
The next challenge for the
'Breds will come this weekend
as they travel to take on the
University of Tennessee at
Martin, in games at 1 p.m.
Saturday, and 1 p.m. Sunday.

'
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Bra d Burns t ries t o get back on first base during Sunday's game against Eastern Ken·
tucky. T"'e ' Breds would lose to the C olone ls howeve r, by a score of 7-5.

Season ends at Oak Ridge,
crew plans for next season
-crew: The Murray State
Crew is looking to n.ext season after a strong finish at
the Oak Ridge Scholastic
Regatta in Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
BY SARAH WIGHT
COLLEGE LIFE

EDITOR

Murray State crew ended its
first season with an impressive
performance in Oak Ridge
Scholastic Regatta last weekend at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
The men's crew placed 16th
among 20 squads in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Regat~a in the

novice division Saturday,
ahead of traditionally strong
teams from Notre Dame and
North Carolina State. Sunday,
the crew finished second in
men's novice competition.
The women's crew finished
fourth in the novice lightweight division, third in the
mixed race and third in women's novice on Sunday.
Each team member earned a
medal at the event which hosted 2,000 rowers and 53 teams.
Last weekend's competitions
brought an end to what has
been a long season for the crew,
which began eight months ago
with
190-plus
members.
Though only approximately 30

members have lasted through
the season of 5 a.m. practices,
coach Steve Marchino said he
couldn't be more satisfied with
what the team has done.
"It's been a long season but
everything came together at
the last regatta," he said. "No
one expected us to really do
anything but we real1y pulled
out some wins during the season."
Though this season is over,
the team is making plans for
next year. For their first faJl
season, Marchino said the
team plans to add a whole new
group of 50 more rowers as well
as field a crew for a new class
'
division.

SPRING FLING PARTY
at the Fairgrounds
saturday, April 26
to p.m.- 2 a.m.

Sunday -Thursday
10 a.m. - 11 p.m. •
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m. - 12 a.m.

EVERYDAY

3 MOVIES ONLY $7.50
KEEP FOR 2 DAYS
OLDER Movms

$.99

MONDAY -THURSDAY

VIDEO SUPER STORE

B.Y.O.B.
$2 Admission, No Bottles
MSU ID Required
HIGHWAY641
PURRAR,FN

247-5599

BUDWEISER
BUD LIGHT

SOUTHPAW
RED DOG

LOOSE CASE

12 PACK

$4.79

$14.99
MILLER LIGHT
LOOSE CASE

$15.79

*Everyday Low Prices*
NATURAL LIGHT
NATURAL LIGHT ICE
LOOSE CASE

$9.99

BUSCH
BUSCH LIGHT
LOOSE CASE

$13.79

MILWAUKEE'S
BEST
MILWAUKEE'S
BEST LIGHT
" THE BEAST"
LOOSE CASE

$8.99

Score C'a rei
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Baseball

NFL Draft

Western Kentucky 13, Murray State 3

Eastern Kentucky 3, Murray State I

Wednesday at Bowling Green

April 19 at Reagan Field
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KEl'n'UCKY
Amenc:tn
c.ocd'r~Pri~~ Sc:hobNh1p

p:tso:anl

for

Rirls

3-20.

For

~ppli<.';lltonlhrochun:s fi00.1!69-5974. No
nu~up allowro for yollnl!ljlrl:; Held July
41h{l(h.

1\UILL>ING SAil! • "Rock hooom pnce.!•.
E:umplc: 21x30 value: $2,77').00, Now
s1,ns.oo. 32x40 value: S'l,I8>.00 Now:
Sljji!R.OO. 40>t80 v~' Sll,OOO.OO. Now:
$6,111!11.00 M:my ~ Pt0neer 8CJ0.66A..
'1-122.

I\11:El Bllll.OINGS SALP' • 3()x40x!O,
$4,323; 40x60xt4, $7,7116-, SOx75x14,
~10591; 50xl00><16, $14,24(}, 6ox100xl6.
$16,707. Mtni-stot:IJ!ie hutklingo, 30x160,

3 0
3 I

I
I

3 0

I

0
0
0
0
I
0

3 0 0

0

2 0 0

0
0
0

I 0 0
2 0 0

4
3
2
3

0

2

I

I

0 0
I I
0 0
2

3 0 0
2 I I
2 0 I
3 0 2

0 0 0

I
0
0
0
I
0
I
0

0
0

Men's Golf
OVC Tournament Golf Scores

W - R. Ferrell (5-2) L - E. Crum (3-5)
T- 2:27. A - 245.

~'ll

3 0
2 0
"3 0 0

Eastern Kentucky
Saylor
Wellman
Basil
White
Estep
Hause
Mason
Bussell
Sharp
Irwin

0
0
I
0

3 3 2

Amy - You are gotn~ 10 be :1 we=u pre!lillcnl1 I'D he h<:te for you ,f you need :my•
lhinl!
Rem
S1~Efl'l • Welcome oil St~Ep f"'rt:nb ;and
fJmily member.;' We are Iliad 10 htlve you
)lcre. HaVt: fun this weekend KlJy:;. Love,
'l11c F'ri<!Jl<l,. of !he Hc::ut.
Alll, AOil, IX Th:lnkll fnr 0\c weatttme
ll.o,t wec:-k. We h:ld :a hll.'l . • . AIA

AB RH RBI

Murray State
Doyle
Delk
Quire
Norvell
Kelley
Vrbka
Burns
C.A Williams
Graeter
C.L Williams

AB R H RBI

Hurray State
Doyle
Delk
Kelley
Graeter
Qutre
Burns
Vrbka
C.A. Williams
Weatherly
C.L Williams
Alexander
Moore
Crum
Hollowell
Freytag

i>l.'rsnnals

R HE
] 8
I S

I 2 3 4 S 6 7
0 I 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 I

Eastern Kentucky
Hurray State

R HE
] 6 4

First Round Draft Picks
April 20, 1997

Totals

298

289

292

879

t-7. Jason Lancaster
t-13. Brian Duckwall
30. Jason Jarvi
31. J.R. Conkle
47. Rob Bradley

72
76
74
80
76

70
72
72
75
86

74
70
78
71
77

216
218
224
226
239

Team
Choice
Position
I. St. Louis
Orlando Pace
OL
2. Oakland
Darrell Russell
DL
3. Seattle
Shawn Springs
DB
4. Baltimore Peter Boulware
DL
5. Detroit
Bryant Westbrook DB
6. Seattle
Walter Jones
OL
WR
7. N.Y. Giants Ike Hillard
LB
8. N.Y. Jets James Farrior
9. Arizona
Tom Knight
DB
I0. N. Orleans Chris Naeole
OL
I I . Atlanta
Michael Booker
DB
12. Tampa Bay Warrick Dunn
RB
13. Kan. City Tony Gonzalez
TE
14. Cincinnati Reinard Wilson
DL
15. Miami
Yatil Green
WR
16. Tampa Bay Reidel Anthony
WR
17. Wash.
Kenard Lang
DL
DL
18. Houston Kenny Holmes
19. Indianapolis Tarik Green
Ol
20. Minnesota Dwayne Rudd
LB
DL
21. Jacksonville Renaldo Wynn
22. Dallas
David LaFleur
TE
23. Buffalo
Antowain Smith
RB
24. Pittsburgh Chad Scott
DB
25. Philadelphia Jon Harris
Dl
QB
26. San Fran. Jim Druckenmiller
WR
27. Carolina Rae Carruth
28. Denver Trevor Pryce
Dl
29. N. EnglandChris Canty
DB
30. Green Bay Ross Verba
Ol
Local Interest
171. N.Y. Giants Mike Cherry
QB

Classi fi.ed.s

32 unitJ,, St3,944 Fm: hrnchurt"'. S.:nll~·l
1\uiklmR-.., 800-}27~7ll0. cxten'ion 79.

lll! YOUR OWN 1\()',.,' • 1'.:1111 $2'">00 p;lrt·
tomc:-$!!000 full·tmlc po:r moruh pmn'""ll\l!
ln.,um~-.: d:~tm-1 fur he:~ltlJ<.':Jrt: provllk'1S.
.'kllwarc: purt:h;l'\c' n.-quu·c:d plu.< comput•
er
l'inant·tnK
av:tilahl.•
hnp:J/www.s:ulllll.wln ~722-SJ'MS,
rr~

HERE - T.V. lntc:fnt'l <.Iocr; oil. W•ll·
rnll~ l~r lh;in od h<xMll
Oi.'i~Jihwnr needed lnH:>I111CI\I r.:quirc:d.

111rect Joumal

716-723-2607.
CASH FOR tiOMI! OWNER.'> • Crcdtl
pRlhleln• undt:rsl<>ud, Free. appi~<';niont
$10,000 for $81l a month, $3(),000 t<lt $26'\
~ month, S!lO,OOO tOr $707 ~ month 80IJ.
669-8947. C:lpiul Scekc:111, AI'R tl. 7S')6 5Uh·
jca 10 dunge, e240 a month OAC.

CASH FOR HOMEO\\'NERS • Cn:dil pmh·
lt-ms undo:r.<tnud Nn :~ppli<'auon tet."
000462-0SlS. Kt-nlu<·ky. lltre..t lcnd•·r1
ont a hmkt:r. 0..-N t>~n.clflwlion<, hollk'
lmpm~-menL,_ Lind <:olllr.ll'l.'· Bad cn-dtl
OK
CASH NOW! • \\'e llUR"Iu.<c mortg;tgc>;,
aMuliiCS :tnd hu~ lliMC!i. .'ii~ 1964
highe~ polo p;~id
fn:<: ~'Siim:uo:.<,
prnmpl prol<':!.'lon•l ~<ervin: Col<>no.ti
~-tnanc:ial ~H.!OO. ext.

'ill.

CREI)ff CAR[} PROIII.t::MS> • One low
mon1hly payntt'nl Cue tnlere:.~ No ILtt:..,....
mo:m J':o fee. C'.oun..cllllj( 1••·~ibblc Non·
pn1f11 ~gency. NACX:' fiO(~l-~3S3 ~?tL
• 122.

p!Jnlc,., hcam~ Wtj(<' clp.Jdry lle., l
..awtniR v-Jiue UnV\\il<:rc_ Fn.'<' tnlnfTil:l·
uon.. Nnrwnnd s.iwmflh, 90 Qlnwti;ttu
l>nw '3, Amho:llll, NY 14221 OOQ.5751,lti3.
ll lG 110M f.~ • ~J t1<brJ n>~xk-ls .IV~II:thlc
or OeSII(n Y"'" own I'R'C hno<hure llt>n·
c.'( Aile! Lt>ll H<)lllt..' 31:1r;5 Clay Cwnty
W~hw-~y. Dept. CK. Mo"'· 'f~:nne...,._...
3>157' lll0-231·3695-

...

coo"~' RE •
Enj<l) fuhwnu~

Get .Jim :llld hc:lltlty1
U.'illnll (nodl Cook "'lth
no W:tler, "'' ootl Gtcl tin> 7· piy. l 7·p>nc
M't! R<!trul a1 pany ~ l ,l:\7.00. Now ~;'J~ (JO'
$1~S honu-J HIK14.~·141i~
DIAHF.11Qil1l ' "ng ln.,ulinl M~'ltclte f'J~"'
(or your ~upplio. w.. htll 1),,.;,~, oltlp to

yuu. SJ"' money. SollWJ<'!Ion ~r.mleed
l.il*tt)' M<.-uk'lll lro-74it-166Z. No IntO
mt.•mhcr... ,>,k-ntkon Al)·AAO!
t>IAHE111::l'( IJ.~IIW; 11\.,fUI\I • I>o<l yt~t
!-.now Mt"\.he..ue 01 tn~ur..lnl"t.. '-nvc..·rs nln~
sllppllcs? S;l\1! llll •>l~·y. t:.tll HI~J-Ii3j •2t~ll .
1thcrty 1-kdt<;~l ~ISI.JCL111n !(\L1rJnl~~d
No H~IO memhe!X. M~'lllioo AIX:I)()J.

Ilclp

Wanted

s a I e

Cmnp :;uti ,<;ep;H:t(c n<mhc.•m ,\ltnnC~<C>I~
bo)., cump ;;.nJ ~irh t':l(!lp Scd<ln!l high

encrg)', r:umJ! indr. itJwJ, u' coun...:lnrs to

Hide ·A-Ik:d eou1 h fnr 'alt: S4S. Call
jl47.

7~.i ·

WOIJ't' TA.'IjNING BEl>~ • T~n :11 h<Htle.
»uy dtrat :mel s:~vel C'.ommen:i:t.l ,., home
unils from S 199.00. l.lW 1T10<1hly plY'
men~. Free color c:tl.d<J!!. Call lotl:iy flOO.
842-1310.
TANNING Bl!l> I'ACmR'' OU'n.J!T •
New & u...:cl Wnlll, !>unn\J.,lr;:r, Pur.;un
Sunlxxl<. All gl (Jcmry prj< ~'S to plthiJ<
S33 per mon1h Call IOWy lo.- c:<tlur ClU•
loti• ~79-9678
IIIG POOL<; PRICED TU G<Y. • Huge
19'x31' 0.0 f;~mtiY·•·m:u poot, w11h >Un·
dctk, fcnre & flll<:r unly ~ 1001!.
flnuncing1

Profe.,~>lonal

in~lnliJCion

required (~J<H ""'') Call now• f!00-7W
~· 1\...k for Chm. Um11~-d a='
SAWMill. $379';. • Saw!i k~&' lOW l1<~

mm~.

,.;ulm!l, h<Jr;elxtck,

Gra<h~re liiU~'fll~ fl00.3~w2ll.

DRIVFRS, IDCI' , 0/0 • Ra-eru !!< It• ool
ltf''d' fiuiklr:" Tr:Hl.'llOI'I " nrn.o.• hltinj\ In
your a.vJ It 11" <•111· v.m, flamed IX <bhuu<-.1
11n:1a. C.:I!I(O(by: 800-'762-11111/
DRIVERS • COL-A With H:uMll wmpany
and owner CtJlCI':li Of 0 'J1l fX>SIIkltl.<.
EX<<'f'IM1n.1l Ctlm~IOO rack~gc M tl

=IX"'

Or!tllm~r llQI).m -{)585,

FRIENOIY TOYS ~ GIFTS • l!.tS intlllt"dJ..
;U.c upo:ninl(,' In y<our area . Nut1llx·r ••nc In
party pbn Toys, gtfls, Chnstnus, hom<:
tk:an, t~u: CJI;tlng and mfonn ..ll••n HI~).

l>~km~. ~"hay,

1\Ytnn:t,lll'<, ~nu h.tckpad<~n~ M.1~c ~ dtl
krc:n\:C in .t •·htld• ltf<!. 6/IH!/lj. C. lil
<"(>llt't"l9 :t 111 S fl.lll , M 11 C3141'm7·31C.7 or
e-mail: 11llnl r.unp(ZJul.<:t>t'tl.
FirM <llri,U:m Churrll of Murr~y ts t~«ktrlj(
p:~n-1imc :;alarir.d Youth Otrector fur
u~·tivc & !lfOWIOjl Junior und :.en10r H1~h
\1mi.<try. Senc.l n""unc: Ill N . ')lh ~-. Mur·
r;ty.
Tl:llCh ~h (AIIIa) call 502-Ml-6510
for tkUliJ and prc..appJJcatlon lncU:r·
..lew. ~yr. ~ rrqulred. +yr pre·

f'crTC"t.
OTR DRIVE!l'i 1\.l!I!J)El) • $35-$4'1,{)()() per
)"•·~r ln<'Xfli.Tit'll\"t.,J • A JIO<J<l wor'k 11nd
c.lrtVIfll( m.onl " r"IUtr<-.1 , c~· your CD!.
111 20 dJy~ fn< S3\1').00 down l(~r:·o piJ<t"
m~·hl , A{J(J.'\-1( I JOII..~ .

I>IUVER, AT1Uo.1101\. llRIVF.R! • Tlw lx'>l
!l<ll b<.'llcr hy pl~'ln,q )'"" more! Tam ,JO.
VCf1i 1100 dri\Cr IJ:Uill:111, il .-·oukJ p;l) (nr

t-:111>. Ab<t hookinj( f"tnd lllJ0.2(>l·2166
I>RIVF.R!>, O'ffi • For numly Midwe.-;r,
5<otllhc-.i.\l, ~>Uih. No NYC H•>mc <it<.'f\,

nv unklu•hn~t paid wecld)' all1111lo. Nt!w
OTR ~4\<Milll,

~\llfllnenl, 1. )"l:'Jr.

onuh,1,

Nr.

AR!i YOL, GliARANTI!I!I> $11~.00 I'I!R
WEU..? • rlu.• txm1>..::1 all year loll)C? We
w1ll ~~ I>Jvid W Hocxl Trudun~t, hi<, For
"' c:;~ co:t.' l run•. Pnl<l~-e cx("ll.·ncnce ~
m 11'il, n1:1nv lldld'lll<, M~'C.'! OOT tc!JUII\:menb. lm->+24-9013/IIU·281H410.

rrtt

4AA-411'7~

J)JIIVI!RS OTR • Pwl ltkc "
.ll(Cnt In
lhc l:t•l n>und dmfr? AI frn , your our ftN
p><f< 1 nu l<~t<h freJSihl Gu.•r:Ull<"~'<l home
fX>lK)' Mon 1.j, I y....-~r OTR, U)l. w/ Haz·
n>lt 1!110-&18-().IU'i EEO

DRIVERS, OVI!R 'Tlill ROAD ~S NJ!L...._
Ftu "ith 1\kb, tale modd ~'()flv.:ntl<m;lb.
3 )T'.Il' Cltfll.'tii.'IKC S~otn ~)< .u mtlc + henefil, Call 11()1,.., 14-<ii"H!!

tiAROU> IVllS TRl'CI\.1NG • b now hinn~t
dnvctl', TrJtnlng ~v-.illahle Expcricno:
f'JY up I<> .2llf fX.T mde Nuw t:.king
nwrn:r oper:ltoll! ,Ill¢ k~~<k:d ;~nd emfll)'

ORI\TRS • Rt'Kh>tul run.< rrom )"llr .1n."'
J y.-~r OTII c~pcricnt'<' prd\·nt:d lip In
j2¢ :1 mtlc. Mtnimurn 2.3 yt=tr.., """' 1rrur..,
ln!l- t!xL'elknl lx:nd1L' Tr:tn.•·SUtc_' Uno.
tnJ..>;27~ fOF.

Clll ' I!(Jti·IHHJH'\3

llRf\l' R.''

$1000'& I'Ue8Rl.., 1)-pl.ng l'~rt Tin>e. AI
tlomc . Toll I'R~ II lli!»211!·90(, I ll>tl 'I~
;'~ forU,IInll"

liNNet 'lv:Ut:NUIJ)Jt lx >:tnkttlifl11, I<WUII•

,. () r

you to ~JII :111cl linJ uw C.l\<'ll.ml TrJn.'+port.
Experiencc:d
<.lriwn;
~nd
r.wner ·opcrolltlf 1c:un' illlH·MORf;.PAY

'S 1n

np.·ra1<w.o S6

112 Cl!lll' • 40 et'fll> O wner
C\'Jll.,_ tle:~nbnd

E><pn::o;

rt:~~«mali~ylolc.·m Gel' ynu '"'""~ W<:<·~ly.
One Y<'nr OTR 11t'~"<k<l . f!lKI~ Hl ~I'J~j

DRIVERS. llOYD IIROS - C>lh:"' dm>:"' nn
:IS-"1!1'<-J JiJ <11tl\'<'01Klll:ll lk'Ct, 51j(ll-()n
hunu' l'XC<'UIIVe ..rylc: ~'O<;Iit' :1nd f!t'l Up
to .noo l•>r ~'fiUll•'" \l:o1.:u more etlllkl
)'lkl !ISle roo lind <lUI nxl<t'. Call ~1()..">4.3"".!3 at. 1\S I H>F
AVON $7 ~l'l llot R, C:OM);!IS.'ION •
Would you CllfOY St;00-$1,(XJ(~ C:O.,ft IM>w!
')() way• to l(CI tu,lonlt:"' N<1 douno·
dnor lndqx:nJc..'lll S...lc., Rq>r<.~lliJUVc
e:Jm c:11<l~ Ill+ ~73'>-Qil6.
I>RIV£11.\ NI'EDF.I> • I5(11.rlld dri>'l:fll jnbo.
•>pen No CX(X'ficrl<.'t:' nn-Jt:d No <Y1ril
CIX tr:llninJ.t II t[wltficl. E:Jm $~n f!()cl or
mor<'.. CK'l hw1w mo-.1 weck•:nd" fl(x •-~2').
,~237.

MOIIIU. IIOME LOAJ\;S • 91/o down , n::li·
nJr~nng, <'<fiiiiY lc"'"· F~-c ...clft'Th p:t< k:lfl<;
bnd nr horne; lo:ms. Gn....:n T~ Flr1:1111.i:tl,
li00o221-IUQ4 Cit 90().')~17
(~f.RMAN

ST1Jf)f!JI(f • And 01hcr &.and,.

[lRI\"FRS, t :AkOI'IjAL FREIGI IT · El<p.JndCI(X'ruUun tlal or v~n. llnllt.,lmcl
Ili=1 t.leposll, "'tel lite communk:mon,
4011\ pbn. ll<:ii'>, m<.'<iic:ll, dcnul &
Vl>tnn, ndt·r pl'f>ftr.tm, bn:-.lkdown, l:t)"
owr, l~•li<lty par I!O(l-..\116- l'i42-JO!l.
CHRISTI\.1>\'> AllOlJND nil! WORir> •
Honl<'l~t'<'<l party pm.w,rlJtl. oltt·tutgm:u>·
~Ken1t'nl upponunny for ·97 >l<':lson Work
oo .:OJnnw""' n Fnx lf3altfl11. S..'fl(>lb

to the newest sisters of AaX

ennie Mendenhall
Amy Benson
Kathy ~angold
Jennifer Wetzell
Love.. your sisters in Christ

Ohio St.
Florida St.
Texas
Florida St.
Florida
Virginia
Iowa
Colorado
Nebraska
Florida St.
California
Florida St.
Miami
Florida
Miami
Miami
California
,Alabama
N. Dame
LSU
Houston
Maryland
Virginia
Vir. Tech
Colorado
Clemson
Kan. State
Iowa
Murray St.

GATLINBI 'RG •.t,RI'.A • ~lmplo!, }'<1 t:fe!(-1111,
lraditkiiUI an:i--ll:ln w.;dUtnp 11'1 \-1~'1<..-ian
ch:tpd l'tlrtinll :11 $129 Flow~-n;. phoU>gf"Jpll,, honeymoon rohifl., ur $.lllCli
UVJtiJhlc <:::ttl toll fn:c !l8*4~
PAN ... MA CllY AEACit • <;an<.lplpo:r - fk;r.
<"On lk:adt ~>rt. H') (j..j j?<.'nl<)ruo),
J!~111ntnl, 3 (1!ll:>ls.!l indo.x>rl.:lllltc::o l•l1U
fX!Upld. flll().4lil!--llJ121l
'
A llEAI 'TlFlll CHAPU/ ctiRISllAN
Wl!J)I)ING • G:lthnhur;:'s original ch:lpcl'
(>tnt.'-' 1900) Photow:tph)', mu.-.ic, n.,.,~,
hlllllll, pntnl 6Uite;, ftf\'lll~<CJto. tn.·e w:tlk
hn1k
Rc'. Ed T~yklt I!I'JII-346·2779.
hup:l/www !l"~inl >ufR•·harx:b.n>m

Fl!H: flHCKHIIRI·..'i · Two l>c"uuful wcJ.
<.ltng cl~:~pcl• In Ga~lnhUI)!, Tcnnc::."'<~.
C:ht~. indoor g:mlc:n J;C.'ttlnA. or qU:thu
'W'hitr: ch:I(X·I :Kijounn~ n;IIJCll\;ll park.
hnnt.'}mr.-.n kxl~ Smoky MoonUUl
iJIUft'l 800-406-RSTJ. 'lmuky Muuncun
Memonc:s A(l().2'iR-6M.

A IIFAllrlf"IJL Gli\1'1'1 . \lf111>1>1NG ·Vi< ·
tc)rtln (f.ltUcn.,. ~mok} Mnunl.nn"t_ (ijtJur
Pull!, 1N. c.ompl«~e pll!IIIIC<t: li<.'t''in"
Plea....: <1111 for infnrmJIIOO Sc:-\1100 I113J'o
ri.lj.,'O wck-omc: Onl:tlncd mln:stc:n> 81*Kl-"'~-1110\\' ( t'rccl RRf!-')4'7,7(>6')

Eumpcan. South Ametk:an, A,;an.
Ru..,,i.ln cxt:h:tnse ,tuJl·nr.' umvmr::

AU!(tN Bct"mc a volunl<'<:r
ly/AIS1;. Ctiii«X).SJ"LING

h~>'ll tam~

HAPPY JAUi: Tl{l\'ERMJCJI)f Rl'<t iflniJt<l
'"''' & df~"<.li\C Jg;ttn..'-1 h•>~•k, mun<l &
bpo:wonn~ In ck~ & cut'l. Av.sil:lblc: Q-T·
C UII><IUihc.'fTI SU!n

T

r

a

v c

l

A UI:Almrl 'I. CAN! >1.1 1.1\oHl 01.1)·
FA~HIONF.D WEI>nt"'<i • .' mnky Mnunuim nc-.u lr.llhnhuf)!. ovl!fl(l(oklllJI nvcr,
1

h<.ote-drawn Clm.o~te. C:lhin.•. j;Jt'UZZJ,
unb!n<.·d mmlslc:r... :-1<• ''"""' ur waitit111
tkml;mU llOO-Wl-ll6')7 IV< Jll':' I,

MARMY ON A 'vtOUNTAIN • lie tname<.J
dtupd
'umlllnd..-.1 hy tre<.-, :md :IW't'l>llltl\' \'~
of ll~t• Smoluo! "'"'""" l'ofJILA Fnr rc_..._..r..
\':lllnl\.•,

llQ(j.729-4 31>'>

hup-1/- w.mvdupci.L'(Jnt
GI'T ~I~RRIF.I l • ~tnoky MOt.lntain, ,\""''
mmt lx;~uut'ul c.'hJpc:l~, et"<Lr moont:lin
Ill(", dt:~llll white d>Jpd, pmacc.•, !l'llt.~
lx~'• ltn~tU,Il>~:. <:thtn•. l11!:ut j;l<U~L",
e<•mpl\:te ~n:m~,·mcnts. Cluhti:tn "<'r·

vke,. ac:•..a93-7274

'

Congratulations

usc

Jl.l\iJn

in our m:tj\ntfi<'Cnl mnuntJinlllp

lnj~

College
Ohio St.

EDWARD AMES OLIOS
"WE'RE ALL IN THE SAME 8AN8"
Wednesday, April30
Edward James Olmos, a respected and award winning
actor, is America:~ most visible spokesman for the
Hispanic community. The unofficial mayor of L.A., he
helped restore the city sgrief-stricken neighborhoods
'following the 1992 riots. Best known for his role as Lt.
Castillo on "Miami Vice," Olmos made his directorial
debut with ':American Me. 'A Stark Look at the Life of
a 'llispanic American Family," then went on to produce
"Lives in Hazard," a gripping expose· of gang life in
America. In 1995, he won a Golden Globe for Best
Supporting Actor in HBO ·'s ''Burning Season."

..

7:30 P.M. CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM
Eree to students, staff,
faculty and public

There's no
match for
The Murray
State News

News

The Murray State New~
Aprtl 25, 1997

19 get interns with Disney
BY DONALD LAWSON .
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 18, the department of Career Services
took 30 students to the campus of Southern Illinois University to interview for co-ops at the
Walt Dis~ey World Resort in Orlando, Fla.
Of those students interviewed, 19 were offered
po'Bitions for the summer and fall of 1997.
Gina Winchester, assistant director of Career
Services, said this is the most jobs offered to
MSU students within the last five years.
The students who accepted the offer for the
summer positions will be leaving immediately
following finals.
Students will have the opportunity to work in
a variety of jobs in the Walt Disney World
Resort, ranging from ride operation to housekeeping.
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On a roll

"They are going to develop their people skills,
problem-solving ski1ls and decision-making
skills," Winchester said.
During their stay there, students are required
to live in the Vista Way apartment complex on
the park grounds. There, they will live with students from across the country and around the
world who are working in the co-op program.
Depending on the student's major, a student can
receive up to three hours in course credit.
"This is a chance of a lifetime opportunity,''
said Susan Glore, junior public relations major,
who is accepting an offer.
..I hope to meet many people," she said
Melanie Leathers was also accepting an offer
is excited about the opportunity.
"There is a lot to achieve from this experience,"
she said. "I get a chance to work for one of the
biggest corporations in the world."

ENGINEERING

REFORM
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Patton's proposal, which allots
an extra $100 million for higher
education over the next three
years, has received vehement
opposition from House Majority
·Floor Leader Greg Stumbo, D Prestonburg, who vowed to
attack any plan devised by Patton to change higher education.

Congratulations
Mandy Wolf and ·
Julie Willingham
on being initiated
into Alpha Chi
Loyally, your sisters in ALUl

President Gary Cox wrote, "I
have checked with staff here and
we are not familiar with any offcampus courses being separately
identified or given a special 'suffix.' Isn't a professional engineering course offered in Lexington and/or Paducah the same
course? Is that what 'equivalents' means?"
The engineering program has
been controven;ial since it was
originally proposed. A contested
battle between Murray State
and PCC came to a close when
the CHE adopted a resolution
Nov. 13 1996. Now Alexander
hopes the CHE will stand behind
the plan it set forth.
"My primary concern is that
the CHE will not enforce its own
rule to compel the University of
Kentucky to live up to its obligations," Alexander said.

Another change made by the
bill would eliminate the Council
on Higher Education and replace
it with a 13-member Council on
Postsecondary Education. The
members of the CPE would be
selected by the governor and
would need to be approved by .
the legislature.

Chri; Weatherly/Staft

Laramie Gavin, sophomore fro m Bethalto, Ill., atte mpts to keep up right while in-line skating o n
the north side of the Cu rris Ce nte r this week. ... . ,,

CORY.Plus
OPEN SATURDAYS
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

DIGITAL COLOR OUTPUT
SLIDE IMAGING
SLIDE PROCESSING
1301 Chestnut Street
(502) 753-7117 • (502) 753-7990

Chestnut St.

753 -6656

Getting Ready for Finals.
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Need A Break?

NOW A FULL-SERVICE SALON

Want to save

* Haircare
* Nailcare
* Massage therapy
* facials
* Aveda Products Available

time & money?
Try Mr. Oattts All
You Can Eat
& Drink Buffet .
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Haveasafe arid fun Summer!
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Specializing in corrective cutting.
We do it right the first time!

30 1 N. 12th St.

161·0160'

